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Metalwork from Ynysfach Ironworks 
 

Dr T.P. Young 
 

Abstract 
 

The site produced some 643 items of catalogued ironwork. The ironworks had 
been largely stripped of accessible metalwork (particularly cast ironwork) after 
disuse. Stripping of the refinery fittings appears to have entailed destruction of 
most of the standing building. Surviving refinery components only included one 
complete water cistern from below one of the running-out troughs, two small 
water troughs likely to have originally positioned alongside the running-out 
trough to provide quenching water, together with a few minor fitments. 
 
In contrast, the blowing engine appears to have been stripped-out leaving the 
engine house intact. The surviving components of the engine are largely those 
attached to beams high in the building (the hand winch and a parallel motion 
pivot), or set very low in the building (the cold water intake). Otherwise only 
minor components, probably lost during the dismantling, survived (e.g. a 
bearing locking plate and a link rod end). These components are all rather 
stout, suggesting a powerful engine, despite the small engine house. The 
surviving components and the engine house configuration suggest that the 
engine was a high pressure (non-rotary) engine. The find of a broken firebox 
door frame indicates that at least one of the boilers providing the steam was of 
the egg-ended type. 
 
A few minor components survived from the period after the abandonment of the 
ironworks when standard gauge railway lines crossed the site. Rather more 
survived from the plateway system of the ironworks itself. These suggested 
that major lengths of plateway were constructed from long wrought iron plates 
fixed into dovetailed iron sills, but that more complicated sections still relied on 
cast iron plates, apparently using horned sills (a system abandoned very early 
in the 19th century by most of the other ironworks). Complete examples of sills 
suggest a gauge over the flanges of 930-950mm (i.e. approximately 37 inches). 
The evidence for the plateway drams was for wooden-framed flatbed drams 
with a stout wrought iron protective bed of approximately 1.55m by 0.85m, the 
ends of which overhung the coupling shackle. Couplings were made with a 
double hook forged from square bar. 
 
Very few tools or personal items survived. Most of the tools were generic 
simple tools for handling hot metal or managing the associated hearths and 
furnaces. The few personal items all appeared to date from after the 
abandonment of the ironworks, when the site was derelict. 
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Methods 
 
The metalwork assemblage was mostly sketched and 
logged to a database on site. Some small, delicate, items 
were retained and added to the database later. The large 
quantity of ironwork, some of very large size, meant that 
much of the assemblage was discarded on site, with 
specific items being retained for further study and to be part 
of the site archive. The assessment report (Young 2014) 
was prepared at that stage. 
 
This report draws together the collection into an 
interpretative catalogue. Illustrations are provided mainly 
through the use of the original sketches made on-site and 
the catalogue includes cross reference to location of 
drawings of each object within the 81 sheets of sketches. 
Recommendations for the formal illustration of appropriate 
items for publication are made within the archive listing 
(Table 1) and as a separate table (Table 2). 
 
 
 

The Catalogue 
 
The full catalogue is presented in archive listing (Table 1).  
 
 
 

The blowing engine and system 
 
Cat #1: engine water intake [Figure 1] 
The most significant surviving component of the blowing 
engine is the water inlet (Cat #1) found in situ centrally 
within sump chamber (c098). The inlet comprised a vertical 
pipe attached (via bolted flanges) to a flaring basal section 
supported off the sump floor by four ribs which were 
prolonged into short legs. The lower part of this system was 
encased with a filter formed of a series of 12 cast iron 
plates, each of which had a vertical curved section 840mm 
tall and a horizontal flat terminal plate, measuring 270mm 
radially. The plates were 24mm thick. The vertical section of 
each plate was pierced by 24 rows of 9 tapering holes, 
smaller (8mm) on the outside than inside (20mm). The filter 
plates rested against the vertical pipe at their upper ends 
and were bound by a wrought iron hoop, formed of two 
semi-circular iron 30mm square bars fastened with nuts 
(60mm square) and bolts through flanges on either side. 
 
 
Cat #2: pipe terminal. 
The sump chamber also held the terminal of a second pipe 
(Cat #9) of uncertain purpose the setting for which entailed 
the removal of the face of the existing brickwork of the wall. 
Such a pipe would have most likely have carried an inflow, 
although an additional uptake cannot be excluded. 
 
 
Cat #3-6: hand winch [Figure 2] 
A hand winch is represented by its drive shaft (Figure 2a) 
and one mounting (Cat #3), together with the cable drum 
shaft (Figure 2b), with both mountings and the end-piece of 
the drum (Cat #4-6). The large toothed wheel from the drum 
was missing. Hand winches mounted on timber framing 
above the cylinder are feature of early beam engines and 
provide a means of lifting the cylinder head and piston for 
maintenance purposes. 
 
The drive shaft (Cat #3) was formed from 46mm round bar 
and was 1.88m long in total. 82mm at either end of the shaft 
was squared to take the winding handles (not found). The 
drive was through a 115mm diameter wheel with 8 teeth. 
The wheel had a protruding flange on the inner edge. The 

opposite end of the shaft had a small iron ring or flange to 
prevent lateral movement. 
 
A single mounting block was preserved. This had a basal 
plate 333mm by 79mm and 39mm thick, held by two 
square-headed bolts. The mounting was in a flange, 195mm 
wide, 94mm tall and 60mm thick. This showed evidence for 
an oblique lubrication hole. 
 
The drum shaft (Cat #4) was a 1600mm long 40mm square 
bar, rounded for 72mm at each end to fit into the mountings. 
The gap between mounting flanges (and thus potentially the 
width between the timbers on either side of the gap for the 
beam through the upper floor level) was 1.46m.  
 
The drum shaft fittings (Cat #4,5) were stouter than the 
drive shaft equivalents. They had a base plate 565mm by 
152mm and 38mm thick, secured by bolts through 4 holes. 
The bolts are each 320mm in total length, suggesting 
attachment to a timber approximately 240mm thick. The 
pairs of bolts on either side of the each mounting were 
secured by nuts and double washers (each 65mm by 
160mm). The mountings were in flanges 110mm high and 
60mm thick. They had oblique lateral lubrication holes. 
 
The drum terminal (Cat #6) had an overall diameter of 
660mm and was 20mm thick (although it was incomplete). 
The inner face had a raised circular collar 295mm in 
diameter and 102mm high around a seven-sided hole with a 
protruding key on one side. This keying probably ensured 
interlocking with a wooden drum. The drum would have had 
a larger diameter toothed wheel on the opposing side to 
interlock with the small drive wheel on the drive shaft. 
 
 
Cat #7: parallel motion fixed pivot [Figure 3] 
This item has a stout cast iron fitment for a timber beam 
with four large mounting bolts, bearing a stout but small 
‘capstan’-like pivot. The pivot itself is a separate component 
bolted to the mounting plate with a 50mm diameter shaft 
secured with a 75mm square nut. The pivot is 75mm in 
diameter and 70mm wide, with inner and outer flanges, as 
well as widening to 140mm diameter where joining the base 
plate. The base plate is 455mm by 208mm, with a rearward-
facing flange along the top, 25mm thick and 42mm deep. 
The other three edges have a chamfered margin on the 
front. There are four 25mm square mounting holes for bolts. 
The bolts are 400mm long with square chamfered heads. 
The distal 80mm of each bolt is thinned and rounded, with 
distal threading to take 40mm square nuts.  
 
Somewhat similar pivots form the fixed pivots for the parallel 
motion gear on the Levant Whim Engine (Rowe 1998, 
Figure 15), although the mounting there is slightly different 
and the pivot smaller (37mm diameter). These pivots would 
be mounted on the inner face of the main timbers either 
side of the beam at the upper floor level. For a blowing 
engine there would need to be parallel motion linkages at 
both steam cylinder and blowing cylinder sides, unlike the 
rotary engine at Levant Whim which only had parallel 
motion at the steam cylinder.  
 
 
Cat #8: link securing plate [Figure 4a] 
An elongate ‘E’-shaped cast iron plate, 401mm by 110mm 
and 30mm thick, is a locking plate (essentially a complex 
cotter, used in conjunction tapered key) to secure a bronze 
bearing into a ‘tuning fork’-shaped rod. A plate of this form 
was employed for this purpose by Neath Abbey Ironworks 
with, for instance an example 187mm wide to hold a bearing 
of internal diameter of approximately 60mm on the end of 
parallel motion radius bars (radius bars … for a 45 inch 
blowing engine for Wm Crawshay Esq Cyfarthfa Febry 13th 
1840; D/D NAI 77/360/52). The Ynysfach example would fit 
into a rod with each of the ends c. 58mm thick, with a gap of 
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190mm between. The ratio of bearing width to internal 
diameter at Levant Whim would suggest an internal 
diameter for the bearing held by the Ynysfach example of 
between 88mm and 127mm. 
 
It also closely resembles in shape, but not in size, the 
133mm wide plates used to secure the bearings on the 
parallel motion links on the Levant Whim engine (Rowe 
1998, Figure 15). 
 
Keys were also used on the Levant Whim in instances 
where the bearing was held by a collet, rather than in a 
bifurcated end to the rod. This includes the junctions 
securing the two links from the piston to the beam, and 
although these were closer in size to the Ynysfach example, 
they had a simpler shape (Rowe 1998, Figure 14). An even 
larger (318mm by 105mm (bottom) or 89mm (top) and 
18mm thick) plate of simple form was used at Levant Whim 
to secure the collet holding the bearings onto the ends of 
the sweep rod (Rowe 1998, Figure 5). These keys 
supported bearings of approximate internal diameter 59mm. 
They fitted into collets with arms approximately 43mm thick 
and 156mm (top) or 162mm (bottom) apart.). For the these 
two examples, the rounded end of the collet holds the 
bearing, so the key must be planar (except for the external 
lugs). 
 
Thus, although similar in shape to the Levant Whim parallel 
motion locking plates, the large size of this example might 
suggest it to be from one of the links between piston and 
beam either for the blowing cylinder or the steam cylinder. It 
would have held a bearing of larger size than any on the 
Levant Whim engine. 
 
It may be significant that both this and item #7 are 
significantly larger than their equivalent components on the 
Levant Whim parallel motion. 
 
 
Cat #9: link rod end [Figure 4a] 
This is a 340mm-long section from the end of approximately 
20mm diameter, expanding into a ‘U’-shaped connector 
94mm long and 52mm long, each arm of which swells to a 
36mm diameter rounded terminus with a 20mm diameter 
hole. The dimensions are similar to those of the lower ends 
of the upper valve rods at the Levant Whim (Rowe 1998, 
Fig. 35), but similar connections occur there elsewhere (e.g. 
the weight rods, the drive rods, components of the 
condenser inlet valve linkage and the reversing linkage). 
 
 
Cat #10: possible cylinder base [Figure 5] 
A circular plate 820mm in diameter and 60mm thick, bolted 
to a flange on the end of a pipe with internal diameter 
530mmand external diameter 600mm, with 12 nuts and 
bolts of varying dimensions, is probably a cylinder base (Cat 
#10; c191). It may be either the base of the condenser or 
the base of the air pump, but an exact parallel has not been 
identified. The terminal plate has a transverse slot, 80mm 
deep and 110mm wide, with an external ridge 85mm high, 
providing an outlet through a 50x103mm hole in broken 
flange on one side. 
 
 
Cat #11-17: cast iron pipes [Figure 6] 
A series of cast iron pipes, six of which were recorded, were 
from the area around the southern engine house. Although 
fragments were found near the southern blast furnace, and 
are therefore likely to be from blast pipes, others may 
associated with water supply. The most common type (Cat 
#11-14) was 2.73-2.74m in length (9 foot), with an internal 
diameter of 230mm (9 inches) and an external diameter of 
270mm. These pipes had terminal flanges440mm in 
diameter and 30mm in thickness. The pipes have raised 
rings at approximately 870mm in from the flanges (and thus 

850mm apart). The terminal flanges carry four 28mm 
diameter circular bolt holes. A fifth example (Cat #15) was 
similar in length and general style to the above pipes, but 
was slightly larger at 300mm diameter and 455mm diameter 
for the terminal flanges, which were supported by 6 webs 
onto the surface of the pipe. The flanges bore square bolt 
holes 32mm across.  
 
A sixth cast iron pipe (Cat #16) was of similar overall 
dimensions (2.72m in length, 290mm external diameter, 
with 400mm diameter flanges, 40mm thick), but lacked the 
raised ribs and was smooth for its entire length. At one end 
this pipe was bolted to a further straight pipe (now fractured) 
and at the other to a curved pipe, with a 40mm terminal 
flange, then a 90mm section of straight pipe before the 
curve, at which point the pipe was fractured. 
 
A fragmentary curved cast iron pipe (Cat #17) was 
recovered (c295) from near the side of the southern blast 
furnace. The internal diameter was approximately 250mm, 
with walls approximately 28mm in thickness. The terminal 
flange was approximately 483mm diameter and narrowing 
from 45 to 25mm thick towards its margin. It bore six 
surviving holes (out of the eight original ones), two still 
containing a wrought iron bolt. The bolts had square heads 
38-39mm across and 15mm thick. The circular shafts 
were20mm in diameter. One had a shaft 106mm long (of 
which 33mm was threaded), the other survived to just 
59mm with 6mm threaded. 
 
 
Cat #18-20: boiler components [Figure 7] 
A broken casting represented by two fragments (Cat 
#18,19) is the framing for a boiler firebox door (Figure 7a). 
This frame corresponds very closely with those shown on a 
drawing of seatings for egg-ended boilers designed by 
Neath Abbey Ironworks for Crawshay in 1835, probably for 
the Forest works (Views of Boiler Seating for the 30½ in 
high pressure Engine for Wm. Crawshay Esqr. Cyfarthfa 
Neath Abbey, Jany 26th 1835; WGRO D/D NAI M/360/19). 
 
A hinged arm (Figure 7b) bearing a large spherical cast iron 
weight (Cat #20) may be the lever from a lever arm safety 
valve from a boiler. 
 
 
 

The refineries 
 
Cat #21-24: refinery cisterns [Figure 8] 
Bay 5 of the refinery contained intact the cistern from below 
its running-out trough (Cat #21; c150). The trough (Figure 
8a) comprised two main castings, bolted together close to 
the mid-length of the cistern. The proximal section was 
3.50m long, the distal 3.89m, giving the cistern an overall 
length of 7.39m. The cistern was 0.94m wide and 0.51m 
deep. The walls were 37mm thick, as was the 100mm 
protruding flange at the join. The flanges each bore three 
30mm diameter round holes for bolts. The fastening bolts 
were 125mm long, with 45mm square heads 23mm deep, a 
27mm diameter shaft and employing washers of 60mm o/d, 
28mm i/d and 10mm thick (two loose examples Cat #22,23). 
 
The bases were joined using a connecting plate 930mm by 
270mm with ten 37mm square holes for bolts. The nuts and 
bolt heads were both 47mm square. 
 
The proximal section had a lowered lip (partially damaged) 
45mm below the normal level of the sides from 1.85 to 
between 1.1m and 1.35m from the proximal end on the 
southern side. The lip of the distal end of the trough was 
similarly lower across its whole width. 
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The distal end of the trough was also pierced by 73mm 
diameter hole just above the base, which appears to have 
been stopped by conical wooden plugs in use. 
 
The proximal section bore protruding lugs from the sides at 
the base at the mid-length. 
 
A connecting plate (Cat #24; Figure 8b) was also recovered 
from running-out bay 3 (c164). This was 275mm by 960mm 
and 35mm thick, with ten 35mm square bolt holes. This 
appears not have been cast from the same mould as the 
plate in Bay 5, but was very similar and lay in an equivalent 
location within the bay floor. 
 
 
Cat #25,26: downpipes/columns [Figure 9] 
Two pipes were recovered apparently in situ outside the E 
wall of the early refinery building. The two pipes are different 
(one is approximately 230mm o/d, the other 150mm). 
 
The larger example (Cat #25; Figure 9a) was located 
adjacent to running-out bay 1. It has a 230mm o/d pipe, 
widening to 370mm o/d with small supporting webs on four 
sides and then to a base-plate (770mm by 570mm and 
30mm thick) with larger web on three sides. The pipe is set 
asymmetrically towards one side, where the expanded 
basal section reaches the edge of the base-plate. The item 
may therefore be have been designed to stand against a 
wall. 
 
The small pipe (Cat #26; Figure 9b) is a small surviving 
section of 150mm o/d pipe, with a connecting flange with 
four bolt holes. The bolt holes contain the corroded 
remnants of what appear to be large nails – presumably the 
pipe was either spiked to the substrate or nailed to a now 
missing timber. This item may well be a re-used standard 
pipe form. 
 
Both pipes contained much spheroidal micro-residue and 
they may have been part of the system to distribute water 
onto the surface of the tapped iron and slag, rather than 
being structural elements. 
 
 
Cat #27,28: “H”-shaped objects [Figure 10] 
Two similar very corroded wrought iron pieces with a form 
resembling an ‘H’ were recovered, one (Cat #27; Figure 
10a) from within the fill of the surviving cistern (c151), the 
other (Cat #28; Figure 10b) from the fill of a drain near 
running-out bay 4 (c127).  
 
Cat #27 has end pieces 126mm and 146mm long fashioned 
from 30-35mm approximately square bar, separated by a 
20mm square bar, the whole item being 388mm long. 
 
Cat #28 has end pieces 175mm and 184mm long, 
fashioned from approximately 35mm square bar, separated 
by a 25mm square bar, the whole item being 378mm long. 
 
The purpose of these pieces is currently unknown. 
 
 
Cat #29: possible refinery tuyère [Figure 10] 
This crushed, but apparently original conical, piece appears 
to comprise two concentric wrought iron sheets (Figure 
10c). The wider end measures 112mm by 57mm and it 
tapers markedly along its 376mm surviving length. Although 
very poorly preserved it is possible that this is part of a 
water-cooled refinery tuyère, typically fashioned from 
wrought iron. 
 
Cat #30-31: possible quenching water troughs 
Two simple rectangular cast iron troughs (Cat #30,31) were 
found near the engine house. They measure 1520mm by 
640mm by 430mm deep and 1540mm by 590mm and 

390mm deep respectively. Their walls are 18-20mm in 
thickness. Although it is possible they were upper water 
troughs from refinery hearths, the lack of integrated 
plumbing makes this unlikely and although it is also they 
were boshes for cooling tools in a smithy, a more likely 
interpretation is that they might have formed open water 
troughs between the running-out bays of the refinery.  
 
The 1850 Board of Health map appears to show three water 
troughs (one between bays 1 and 2, one just N of bay 4 and 
one just south of bay 5). The 1st Edition OS 1:528 Town 
Plan (published 1875) shows 7 small troughs, and these are 
mapped as being approximately 1.5m by 0.8m, 1.7m by 
0.8m, 0.8m by 0.9m, 1.2m by 0.5m, 1.3m by 0.7m, 1.5m by 
0.6m and 0.90m by 0.61m; which, apart from the more 
equant examples, are broadly similar in size (given the error 
in digitising from a 1:528 plan). 
 
 
 

Cast iron plates 
 
Cat #32-94: drain capping plates 
The extensive drainage systems associated with the 
refineries were largely constructed of brick walls and roofed 
by cast iron plates. The majority of these plates were 
incomplete and they may have been reused from other 
purposes (in much the same way that the brickwork of the 
drains was commonly of recycled used firebrick).  
 
Sixty one examples of complete or partial rectangular plates 
were recorded. Of these, just eight were complete plates. It 
is estimated that up to approximately another 30 plates may 
have been present as drain cappings, but were not 
recorded in detail. 
 
For twenty three plates out of the thirty eight with at least 
one full dimension, the width was in the range of 600 to 
613mm (i.e. 2 ft). The lengths of the complete 600mm wide 
plates ranged from 840mm to 1250mm (examples of 
840mm, 970mm, 1210mm, 1250mm; i.e. approximately 33, 
38, 48 and 49 inches). The broken plates with a width of 
600mm ranged up to 1100mm in surviving length. 
 
The largest plates included a complete plate (Cat #39) 
919mm wide and 1620mm long (approximately 36 by 64 
inches). A broken plate (Cat #43) was 910mm wide 
(approximately 36 inches) and had a surviving length of 
1480mm (approximately 58 inches). 
 
The remaining plates showed a wide variety of widths with 
no clear pattern.  
 
The plates ranged between 14 and 25mm in thickness. 
Fourteen of the twenty three plates with an approximately 
600mm width were less than 20mm in thickness. 
 
Four of the rectangular plates (Figure 11) possessed square 
holes (presumably for bolts): 
 
- one large plate (Cat #39) 1620mm by 919mm and 18mm 
thick, had a 25mm square hole close to one corner,  
- a 639mm by >619mm broken plate (Cat #59) had four 
25mm square holes c. 43mm from the surviving short side 
and a 25mm hole 63mm from the long sides and 460mm 
from the surviving short end,  
- a 609mm by >805mm broken plate and 20mm thick (Cat 
#67) showed a row of 6 rivets/bolts in holes 135mm from 
one long edge  
- a 430mm wide plate (Cat #68) at least 900mm long and 
28mm thick, had 28mm square holes in the two preserved 
corners approximately 60mm from the sides. 
 
One plate (Cat #40) had an oblique end with a semi-circular 
protrusion around a hole (Figure 11). 
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The original purpose of the plates is unclear. The examples 
with bolt holes may have come from a structure such as a 
puddling furnace (and even the unperforated examples 
could have come from an iron-bound furnace). However, the 
plates are thinner than contemporary descriptions of 
puddling furnace binding plates (e.g. Wilkie 1857 p. 96, 1¼ 
inches (=32mm)). 
 
Cat #95-96: refinery hearth foundation plates 
Two plates placed to provide a stable planar foundation 
below the brick work of refinery hearth 4 (c248) each 
measured 3030mm x 760mm (such that the two together 
formed a base of approximately 10 ft by 5 ft) and they were 
40mm thick. 
 
Cat #97-104: miscellaneous plate fragments 
These examples are small fragments of plates ranging from 
7mm to 16mm in thickness. 
 
 
 

Other metallurgical components 
 
Cat #105-107: furnace plates [Figure 12] 
Cat #105 is a cast iron box (Figure 12a) with a partially-
preserved firebrick lining. The box has external dimensions 
of 920mm by 360mm and is 100mm deep. The walls are 
25mm in thickness. The box has holes on the long faces, in 
each corner, measuring 50mm by 80mm, 20mm below the 
open face and 50mm from the short margins. 
 
Cat #106 is an irregularly-shaped cast iron block, 790mm by 
260mm, with a somewhat triangular cross section of 
maximum thickness 120mm and a raised lip on the short 
edge (Figure 12b). The irregularity appears to be from 
erosion (probably by hot metal) and so the object resembles 
a blast furnace tapping dam or similar component. 
 
Cast iron plate (Cat #107) is another eroded plate, with 
overall dimensions of 1.43m by 0.48m and up to 50mm thick 
(Figure 12c). 
 
 
 

Tools 
Cat #108: Spatula-tipped tool [Figure 13a] 
This 1630mm long tool has a spatula-like flattened tip 60mm 
long and 110mm wide (although it is likely that this is not the 
entirety of the original tip) and a simple forged loop handle 
(internally 45mm long by 80mm wide), all forged from a 
19mm diameter wrought iron rod. 
 
 
Cat #109-114: Hooked tools [Figure 13b] 
The largest of the hooked tools is (Cat #107) is 2.15m long, 
with a 96mm section at right angles to the whole at the tip 
and a simple forged loop handle (internally 60mm long by 
91mm wide), all forged from a 18mm wrought iron rod. 
 
The smaller items (Cat#110-112) are less certainly tools. All 
have a hooked or looped end and an end forged at right 
angles to the rod. Overall lengths vary from 320mm to 
820mm. These may alternatively functioned as latch hooks, 
rather than tools. 
 
An 18mm round rod forged into a larger open hook form 
(Cat #113) may also be a fragment of a tool. 
 
A 30mm diameter wrought iron rod (Cat #114) 
approximately 940mm in length, with 70mm at one end bent 
through 90 degrees and forged into a square-sectioned 
point, may also be tool. 
 

 
Cat #115-117: Mining/rock tools [Figure 14a] 
Part of a pick (Cat #115) is fractured at the shaft hole. The 
remaining fragment of shat hole is 120mm wide and the 
single surviving point is 200mm long, 37mm thick at its base 
and straight. This example is large compared with the 
mandrels associated with mining from Ffos-y-fran and is 
likely to be an over-ground tool rather than for mining. Two 
wrought iron rods (Cat #116,117), 20mm diameter and 420 
mm long and 29mm diameter and 969mm long respectively, 
with ‘chisel’ ends are possible prise bars, although neither 
showed any burring from striking of the blunt end. 
 
 
Cat #118-119: Shovels [Figure 14b 
Two poorly preserved sockets from shovels were found. 
One (Cat #119) was coated in mortar and so had apparently 
been employed for construction purposes. 
 
 
Cat #120-121: Modern tools 
Two modern tools, a pickaxe head and a fragment of 
hacksaw blade were also recovered. 
 
 
 

Transport: drams 
 
Cat #122-124: dram beds [Figure 15] 
Three more-or-less complete beds from flatbed drams were 
recovered (Cat #122-124). These were formed from an 
upper layer of 7 longitudinal bars (or 5 flat bars and two 
lateral pieces of angle iron) and a lower layer of between 5 
and 8 transverse bars. Rivets secure each point of crossing 
of the bars in the two layers. 
 
The central longitudinal bar is very large (typically around 
156mm wide) on all three examples. In one (Cat #122) the 
bars grade outwards 156mm, 100mm and then 70mm wide 
angle iron on the edge. In the other two beds the bars grade 
120-130mm, 120-130mm, and c.80mm wide angle-iron on 
the edge. The angle iron on the edges has a vertical height 
of 70mm. 
 
In the best-preserved example (Cat #124), the lower layer 
has five transverse bars, the central one of 65mm width and 
the outer ones of 85-95mm width (with the outer bars being 
angle iron). The bars are spaced at 250-300mm. The 
coupling shackles are ‘D’-shaped and attached via a folded 
bar, the same width as the central longitudinal member, 
giving a pivot for the shackle immediately inwards of the end 
transverse angle iron and fitting into the gap between that 
angle iron and the  next cross member. The folded bar is 
attached to the main central longitudinal bar by two large 
rivets. A shackle and its attaching bar are only preserved at 
one end. The lateral angle iron pieces bear handle-like 
external attachments close to one end and close to the 
other is a protruding horizontal bar with a single hole.  
 
The three beds show similar overall dimensions: 
Cat #122 – 1550mm x 850mm 
Cat #123 – 1565mm x 896mm 
Cat #124 – 1550mm x 865mm  
 
The tram beds present some problems with interpretation, 
since they show no attachment to other components. 
However, there are many contemporary illustrations of 
timber drams with the dram spine not connected with the 
wheel mountings. In this instance, it is likely that a timber 
lower frame of the dram was simply covered by the wrought 
iron bed. The wrought iron bed was presumably required to 
provide additional protection to the timber base. 
 
The presence of lateral handles on at least one end of the 
dram is a common feature of early tramway wagons (e.g. 
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the Peak Forest Canal Tramway wagon, National Railway 
Museum, Object Number 1975-7053, amongst many 
others). There is no indication of any superstructure to the 
drams, so they were probably flatbed wagons. 
 
 
Cat #125-158: dram bed fragments 
A large number of iron bars with rivet holes, sometimes with 
rivets still joining bar fragments, represent the remains of 
many other tram beds similar to the more intact examples. 
 
They show some variation in bar width and style of 
attachment of the shackle, but of the same basic design. 
None of these fragments is identifiable as deriving from a 
component of necessarily different deign. 
 
 
Cat #159: possible dram wheel 
A cast iron lenticular-sectioned disc, 340mm in diameter 
with a central broken ?axle stub of 75mm diameter, may 
possibly be a wheel from a small plateway wagon, but if so, 
the casting of an axle stub into a wheel is very unusual. 
 
 
Cat #160-161: dram coupling hooks [Figure 16] 
Two dram coupling hooks were recovered. They had been 
forged to a closely similar shape, approximately 320mm in 
length and 124mm in height. Their upper section is a 
rectangular-sectioned bar, 50mm x 22mm, which has been 
drawn down into a recurved hook at either end, the distal tip 
of which curves outwards. The coupling hooks differ from 
the examples from Ffos-y-fran (associated with Dowlais or 
Penydarren Ironworks), which were longer and forged from 
round bar stock. 
 
 
 

Transport: plateway components 
 
Cat #162-173: cast iron plates [Figures 17 and 18] 
One complete and ten partial cast iron plateway plates were 
found.  
 
The single complete plate (Cat #162; NMW…) is a three 
foot long plate, with a slightly hog-backed flange and an 
only slightly dished running surface. The ends have slight 
integral chairs, with an angular (in section) protruding 
margin on the inner face to facilitate use in dovetailed sills. 
There is a slight raised strengthening bar on the outer side 
of the base.  
 
Six fragments of plates with broadly similar profiles (Cat 
#163-169) also recovered; none of these showed 
conclusive evidence for the basal supporting ridge and all 
showed a raised outer margin to create a distinct channel in 
the upper surface of the plate. At least of the fragments (Cat 
#166) showed a small protruding lug on the inner face, 
indicating that would have beeen used with a horned sill. 
 
Four further incomplete plates (Cat #170-173) showed a 
raised lip on the external side, making the plates 
intermediate in section between a normal plate and a fully-
developed channel plate.  
 
 
Cat #174-183: wrought iron plates [Figure 19] 
Ten lengths of wrought iron plate were recovered. They 
show that the wrought iron plates were considerably longer 
than their cast iron equivalents. The longest preserved 
section (Cat #180) was 5.49m (18 feet). The pieces were 
almost all highly deformed as well as corroded, but 
appeared to follow a fairly constant pattern, with a width of 
115mm, a height for the flange of 50-60mm, a thickness of 
the running surface of approximately 18mm and a slight lip 
on the outer edge with a height of 24mm above the base. 

 
 
Cat #184-192: horned plateway sills [Figure 20] 
Despite the apparent scarcity of compatible plates, the 
assemblage included eight examples of horned sills.  
 
Six of the sills (Cat #184-189; Figure 20a) are stout, with a 
bar of ‘D’-shaped cross section, approximately 50mm wide 
and 35mm tall in the centre. The chair is 180mm long, the 
horns 23mm in diameter and 30mm high, the outer lip is 
100mm long (the entire width of the chair) and 10mm thick 
and the gap between the outer lip and the outer side of the 
horns is 105mm. The chair is approximately 85mm wide at 
the ‘waist’. There appears to be some small variation 
between individual examples, suggesting they were not all 
based on the same model. 
 
A further stout sill (Cat #190; Figure 20b) is of a slightly 
different pattern. The chair is of similar design to the six 
described above, but the bar shows only a length of 340mm 
before it passes into what appears to be the base of the 
opposite chair. Since a radically-different gauge would 
appear unlikely for this example, either the centre of the bar 
must have had a small flattened area, or tis is an unusual 
double-chaired sill from a turnout. 
 
Two of the horned sill fragments (Cat #191,192; NMW…; 
Figure 20c) are from much more lightweight sills. The bar of 
these is rectangular in cross section (55mm by 20mm), the 
chair bears two c.24mm diameter horns and an outer lip 
48mm long (half of the width of the chair). The chair is 
154mm long  and 100mm wide, with a 78mm-wide 'waist'. 
 
 
Cat #193-199: dovetailed plateway sills [Figure 21] 
Seven dovetailed sills and fragments thereof were recorded. 
As with the horned sills, these did not confirm to a single 
pattern, but showed a fairly limited range of variation. The 
sill bars have a ‘D’-shaped section, 45-53mm tall and 55-
60mm wide. The chairs are mainly 240-250mm long (one 
example may be as long as 295mm) and 100mm wide. The 
outer raised section is typically about 30mm long and 50-
63mm thick. The sill is 30-35mm thick below the plate. The 
inner cheek is up to 65-70mm high. The complete examples 
suggest a gauge over the flanges of approximately 930-
950mm (i.e. approximately 37 inches). 
 
 
Cat #200-204: special plateway sills and plates [Figure 22] 
Two examples (Cat #200,201) of a special variety of 
dovetailed sill from within a turnout were recovered. The 
dimensions of the individual dovetails are and their gauge is 
similar to that of the ‘normal’ dovetailed sills. 
 
A heavy duty plate with an outer flange which converges 
with the inner flange from either end (Cat #202) is of a type 
used to constrain one dram wheel whilst the wheel on the 
opposite end of the axle is passing through a crossover 
plate. 
 
Two ‘Y’-shaped heavy plates from points (Cat #203,204) 
were found, along with an isolated example of a pointer (Cat 
#205). 
 
 
Cat #206-207: plateway rewheeling plates [Figure 23] 
A large, but slightly incomplete, cast iron plate of 917mm by 
>1230mm (Cat #206) bore, assymetrically, a curved ‘V’-
shaped ridge 30mm, expanding from a point on one side of 
the plate to a separation of the outer faces of the ridge of 
867mm on the other. This is an example of a rewheeling 
plate, to permit drams to be guided onto the end of a length 
of plateway track. 
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A second cast iron plate fragment 1180mm by 330mm bore 
a single low curved ridge (Cat #207) and may possibly be a 
second example of a rewheeling plate, but less certainly so. 
 
 
 

Transport: railway components 
 
Cat #208-211: rails [Figure 24a] 
Two lengths of similar rolled wrought iron flat-bottomed rail 
were recovered. One (Cat #208) was 1.60m in length, the 
other (Cat #209) 2.22m long. Both showed a thin flat bottom 
131mm in width, a thin riser, an overall height of 112mm 
and a head 35mm high and 55mm wide. 
 
A short length (0.62m) of small bridge rail (Cat #210) had a 
section 77mm wide, a flange 5mm thick, sides 8mm thick 
and a top up to 20mm thick. The gap between the rising 
sections was typically 15mm. The rail had an overall height 
of 50mm. 
 
A 1860mm length of very lightweight flat bottomed rail or 
girder (Cat #211) had a symmetrical profile with a base 
40mm wide and 6mm thick, a head 20-25mm wide and 
10mm thick and an overall height of 65mm. The one 
preserved original end bore two 11mm diameter bolt holes 
for a fishplate. 
 
 
Cat #212-221: fishplates [Figure 24b] 
Three complete standard fishplates and five incomplete 
examples were found. The size varied from 490mm by 
76mm and 22mm thick, down to examples 50-60mm wide 
and 15mm thick. Most showed a cross section with a 
recessed centre and bevelled edges on one side, with four 
25mm square holes. 
 
Two further fishplates showed differing sizes of the two 
ends (Cat #220,221). These were poorly preserved, but one 
appears to show a decrease in width from approximately 
70mm to approximately 45mm at the midline. 
 
 
Cat #222-223: chair screws 
Two coarsely threaded, square headed screws (Cat 
#222,223) were recovered from the same context (c184). 
Although such fasteners are not entirely specific, they are 
most commonly employed for the fastening of chairs to 
railways sleepers. 
 
 
 

Transport: haulage 
 
Cat #224: horse shoe  
A single incomplete large (approximately 135x175mm) 
horseshoe was found. 
 
 
 

Semi-products 
 
Cat #225-254: cast iron 
Thirty fragments of cast iron pigs and related materials were 
found. Most of these items are the ends of iron pigs, with 
many probably being poor iron, discarded rather than 
further processed. Some gutter-like pieces are associated 
with slag flows and may represent pigs formed at the end of 
a tap when some slag drainage has started to occur. 
Individual pieces range in weight up to 42kg. The analysis 
of examples of these pigs has been covered in the report on 
the archaeometallurgical residues. Many of the pieces are 
poorly preserved and have weathered rapidly since 

excavation, probably as a result of their high sulphide 
content. 
 
One particular group of pieces (Cat #231-235) included 
gutter like forms and was recovered from below a wall in the 
refinery building (c179). A sample of this was analysed (See 
archaeometallurgy report sample YSF14 = Cat #231) and 
proved to be white cast iron. This was interpreted as the 
chilled termination of an iron pig in which the quenching has 
produced a white cast iron rather than the more usual grey. 
 
No samples of finers metal were identified. 
 
 
 

Fastenings 
 
Cat #255-329: bolts 
This category includes a wide variety of bolts present as 
individual artefacts dissociated from any objects for which 
they formed a component. They were mostly incomplete 
and frequently poorly preserved. 
 
Four carriage bolts (dome-headed bolts with a square 
section below the head; Cat #255-258) were all different. 
Two examples had 22-23mm diameter shafts and 35-37mm 
diameter heads (Cat #255,256), with the one complete 
example being 130mm in overall length. A long example 
(Cat #257; 215mm of surviving length) was slender with a 
13mm diameter shaft. A second slender bolt (Cat #258; 
15mm diameter shaft) was only preserved for a length of 
100mm and had a 30mm diameter head. 
 
Most of the other bolts were simple hand-made bolts, with 
square heads, a dominantly square-sectioned shaft, 
becoming rounded and threaded for just a short section 
near the tip. Observed shaft diameters ranged from 9mm to 
48mm, with heads showing a range from 22 to 58mm 
square, with the larger examples often having rectangular 
rather than square heads. 
 
 
Cat #330-331: eyed bolts 
Two eyed bolts were recorded. One (Cat #330) had a ring 
(16mm internal diameter, 57mm outside diameter) and a 
shaft of 115mm of 17mm rod. The second  (Cat #331) had a 
ring of approximately 60 mm outside diameter from 18mm 
rod, with a shaft of approximately 100mm of 20mm bar with 
highly corroded square nut. 
 
Cat #332-342: washers 
Washers found in isolation from other components included 
six simple iron washers, one square washer (just possibly a 
nut), one penannular iron washer, two double washers and 
one large copper alloy washer. 
 
The double washers (Cat #339, 340) were slightly larger 
than the similar items found in situ on the cable drum shaft 
for the hand winch (Cat # 4,5). Cat #340 was 215mm long  
and10mm thick with two 25mm bolts still in situ secured by 
hexagonal nuts. Cat #341 measured 200mm by 56mm to 
64mm and 8mm thick. It had two 13mm diameter holes 
120mm apart. 
 
A large copper alloy washer (Cat #342) was one of the very 
rare non-ferrous engineering components.  
 
 
Cat #343-365: nails 
There were just 23 nails recorded, none from securely pre-
demolition contexts. Twelve nails (Cat #343-354) had 
square sections and varied between 80 and 180mm in 
length. One (Cat #355) was a 50mm long thin headed clout 
nail. Two (Cat #356,357) were flaring flat nails. These 
groups may possibly from the ironworks phase, but other 
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nails were probably later. Six (Cat #358-364) were round 
wire nails varying from 62mm-105mm (2.5 inches to 4 
inches) in length. One (Cat #365) was an oval-sectioned 
wood nail. 
 
 
Cat #366-414: spikes 
The majority of spikes for which dimensions were recorded 
(Cat #366-391) were square in section, ranging from 18mm 
to 41mm across and from 160mm to 767mm in length 
(Figure 25). Fifteen of these twenty four spikes were 28-
31mm square, probably indicating that stock bar of 1¼ inch 
was used (with some loss of size by corrosion). This group 
included examples from 390mm to 767mm. An outlier at just 
200mm in length was more peg-like and had a burred head. 
 
Round-sectioned spikes were rarer and of different size to 
the square examples one was very large (Cat #391; 
1110mm in length and 49mm diameter) and one small (Cat 
#390; 14mm diameter and 239mm long). 
 
Rectangular-sectioned spikes were also few, and also 
tending to outside the size range of the main group of 
square spikes. Two small examples were (Cat #392,393) 
had sections of 17mm by 21mm and 22mm by 27mm 
respectively, with lengths of 180 and 120mm. The shorter 
example had a well-formed head of 27mm by 27mm and 
8mm thick. A larger example (Cat #394) was 340mm in 
length and had a section of 40mm by 50mm. 
 
Twenty spikes were not fully recorded (Cat #395-414). 
 
It would thus appear that a wide variety of stock materials 
were employed to create a variety of forms of wrought iron 
spike – probably to serve a wide variety of purpose. 
However, spikes of approximately 30mm square section 
were commonly fashioned with lengths of approximately 
400mm to 800mm. These may have performed a narrower 
purpose and many of these were found in situ vertically, and 
may have been used to hold a variety of materials in place. 
In particular, for example, a row of spikes occurred 350-
400mm to the north of the cistern in running-out bay five, 
suggesting that they either were associated with locating 
floor covering plates, or with a barrier to keep the adjacent 
slag pile from encroaching on the trough. 
 
 
Cat #415-416: staples 
The first (Cat #415) is a small staple, 70mm wide and 
130mm long forged from 10mm square bar. The second 
staple is a very elongate piece (Cat #416), 140mm wide and 
404mm long, forged from 22mm square bar. 
 
 
 

Hooks, chains and cables 
 
Cat #417-423: hooks and chains [Figure 26a] 
Hooks and chains were relatvely few, with two well-
preserved examples: a large hook with a single chain link 
(Cat #417) and a small hook, 96mm tall, attached to 5 links 
of flat chain, each link 55mm by 30mm, formed from 7mm 
rod (Cat #418). Three items are tentatively interpreted as 
very poorly preserved hooks (Cat #419-421). 
 
 
Cat #424-425: rings 
Two iron rings were found, one 406mm outside diameter 
and 301mm inside diameter (Cat #424) and one  with an 
outside diameter of 115mm and an inside diameter of 85mm 
(Cat #4253). 
 
 
Cat #426-427: iron rope 

Two groups of degraded iron rope fragments were found. 
Two associated lengths of iron rope (Cat #427) found 
outside the casting house measured 312mm and 400mm in 
length, with the rope of 16mm diameter formed of wire 2mm 
in diameter. 
 
 
Cat #428: pulley [Figure 26b] 
A wheel 230mm in diameter was mounted on a spindle 
235mm in length with a square plate to one side. 
 
 
Cat #429-430: loops and shackles [Figure 26c] 
An elongate loop or binding of wrought iron (Cat #429) was 
fashioned from 40-50mm square bar. This was formed into 
three sides of a rectangle, with outer dimensions of 340mm 
by approximately 400mm, which passes into an angular 
extension (to give an overall length of 600mm) in which the 
bar was rounded to 50mm diameter section. This item may 
have formed a lifting point (if fitted to a beam), but may have 
been a structural binding. 
 
Cat #430 is a stirrup shaped shackle, formed of 46-50mm 
diameter round bar, closed with a plate like a double 
washer, 130mm by 560mm and 40mm thick. The ends of 
the bar were secured with square nuts 75mm across and 
46mm thick. The gap between the main bars was 381mm. 
The top of the stirrup shape is gently arched with an 
additionally raised central section 180mm tall. The piece is 
940mm tall overall.  
 
 
 

Structural metalwork 
 
Cat #431-433: iron/steel support for woodwork [Figure 27a] 
Item #431 comprises ferrous cladding on either side of (now 
degraded) timber, forming an ‘arrowhead’ configuration.  
The main bar is 2.21m in length and the side bars (at 
approximately right angles to each other) are 695mm long. 
The overall thickness is approximately 130mm. Five square 
headed bolts pass through the cladding and timber on the 
upright, with a further two on each lateral branch. This piece 
would appear to be cladding for a king post truss. 
 
Cat #432 and #433 are two identical section s of ferrous 
cladding for a timber piece. The cladding metal is probably 
mild steel. Each is 2.43m (8 feet) in length. The cladding is 
folded to surround 3 sides of the timber (now missing) which 
was 50mm by 75mm (2 inches by 3 inches). The cladding 
also has a further fold, away from the timber forming a lip 
50mm (2 inches) high. The whole piece is bound by eight 
bolts with hexagonal heads. Abutting the rising ‘lip’ are three 
trapezoidal loops, formed from the same 7mm thick steel as 
the main section, 255mm high, 180mm wide at the base 
and 100mm wide at the top. These loops are slightly 
asymmetrical, with one side inclined from the crest to the 
top of the adjacent ‘lip’ and the other side vertical, and not 
extending all the way to the margin of the folded cladding. 
These pieces are of uncertain purpose. If the loops were to 
contain transverse timbers, then they would be 8 inches by 
4inches; far heavier timbers than the one within the 
cladding. Alternatively the loops may have been to act as 
spacers, rather than to contain a cross-member. The short 
overall length, 2.43m, is too short for a significant roof span.  
 
 
Cat #434-439: hinges 
Five probable hinges were found attached to angle iron, 
rather than flat hinge plates. As with the previous cladding, 
these appear to be fashioned from mild steel, not wrought 
iron, and are therefore likely to post-date the ironworks. A 
single isolated and corroded object may be a similar hinge, 
without its plate. The angle iron sections were 670-690mm 
long,  
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Cat #440-441: brackets 
One small bracket (Cat #440) was formed from 30mm by 
3mm section strip, with a length 50mm extending either side 
of the angle. 
 
A highly corroded and accreted object (Cat #441) may be a 
somewhat larger bracket. 
 
 
Cat #442-443: chimney strapping [Figure 27b] 
Two sections of strapping of a kind commonly employed on 
brick chimneys (although also for other purposes) were 
found. 
 
The better preserved of these (Cat #442) was fashioned 
from four iron bars, 45mm wide and 11 mm thick. Each bar 
had a hole approximately 20mm from one end, while the 
opposite end was fashioned down to a round and threaded 
section about 60mm long. The bars had an overall length of 
720mm. Each bar was attached to the adjacent ones with a 
31-32mm square nut. Thus a square was formed with an 
internal dimension of approximately 660mm. One bar has 
been broken in half and two more are markedly deformed. 
 
The second example (Cat #443) shows the remains of parts 
of just two bars, apparently with a slightly smaller (40mm by 
7mm) section. 
 
 
Cat #444-453: structural tie-bars [Figure 28] 
This group comprises varieties of mainly eyed, square 
sectioned bars that have been employed for structural 
purposes. Several items had amounts of adhering mortar, 
suggesting their use in a masonry structure, but 
contemporary illustrations show similar bars also being used 
for a variety of other purposes, including the binding of the 
cladding plates on puddling furnaces. The most common 
uses for such bars, however, were in the support of 
masonry structures and in the tensioning of the vibration-
prone wooden framing of stationary engines. The bars 
would be threaded through one another, with wedges to 
tighten the joints were needed. One of the mortar coated 
bars was found in association with a wall (c162) in the 
refinery, but another was recovered from the area of the 
engine house. 
 
Three of the bars (Cat #444-446) have been forged to 
create a terminal loop. In at least two of the examples this 
has an ogival shape, with the opening 52-54mm wide and 
95-100mm long, of which the rectangular section of the 
opening is about 70mm long. In one (Cat #444), the 
opening contains a rectangular bar (approximately 360mm 
by 53mm by 46mm) and a thinner bar (possibly a wedge; 
388mm by 45mm by 20mm). This complex join shows 
adhering mortar. 
 
Rather simpler bars are represented by a plain bar, with a 
40mm square section and 3.78m in length (Cat #447) and a 
shorter 32mm square bar (Cat #448), with a threaded tip 
and 54mm square nut. 
 
A further bar with mortar adhering (Cat #449) was 
recovered from a wall in the refinery building (c162). 
 
A 36mm by 38mm section bar (Cat #450) 1.27m in length 
forged into an open spanner-like terminal with an enclosed 
space of 70mm by 100mm, closely resembles the loop-
ended bars described above in preservation, fabrication and 
size, and is thus interpreted as a tie-bar, rather than a 
spanner. 
 
One bar (Cat #451) is forged into a terminal square-shaped 
loop oriented with the diagonal parallel to the length of the 

bar. The bar has an 18mm square section and is 300mm 
long. The terminal loop is 22mm square internally.  
 
A further bar (Cat #452) is a 50mm square bar, 1.22m in 
length with a 15mm by 25mm rectangular hole close to one 
end.  
 
 
Cat #453-456: hooked and holed bars [figure 29a] 
Four similar bars (Cat #453-456) are 32mm square- or 
31mm by 36mm rectangular-sectioned bars, with a small 
hole drifted through the bar (with some associated swelling 
of the bar) 28mm from one end and the other end bent 
slightly with the tip folded into a small hook-like shape. 
 
 
Cat #457-458: timber associated ironwork [Figure 29b] 
One item (Cat #457) represents a threaded bar with washer 
and nut, with two square holes carrying large bolts, which 
would have secured two timbers, probably a vertical timber 
approximately 290-300mm in thickness, to an overlying 
horizontal timber, of up to 340mm thickness.  
 
The main bar has a plate, 460mm by 78mm and 16mm 
thick, pierced by two 30mm square holes, which extends 
into a 370mm long 32mm diameter rod. The rod is threaded 
at its end and bears a 55mm square nut and a 100mm 
square washer. The holes in the plate carry 360mm long 
bolts, with 48mm square heads, proximally square shafts, 
but round and threaded distally, where they bear 42mm 
square nuts and 80mm square washers. 
 
A fitment for attaching a loop to a timber beam (Cat #458) 
comprises a bar 250mm long and approximately 35mm 
wide, drawn into a threaded rod at one end (and secured by 
a 34mm square nut) and forged into a ring, 26mm inside 
diameter and secured to a timber by a passing through a 
flat iron plate 170mm wide. 
 
 
 

Plumbing and related 
 
Cat #459-460: valves 
The collection includes two twentieth century valves. The 
first (Cat #459) is marked ‘Knowsley BS1218’. This BS was 
published in 1946 and it is likely that the valve is associated 
with the water supply to the previous college buildings. 
 
The second (Cat #460) is a large valve marked ‘Glenfield’ 
and is an example of a long-lived design of fire hydrant 
valve. It too is likely to belong to the previous college 
building period. 
 
 
Cat #461-465: pipes 
There were four short lengths of cast iron water pipe (Cat 
#461-464), none in a stratigraphically significant context. A 
further cast iron pipe (Cat #465) with lead and fibre joins 
was marked ‘BS 78’ and ‘(D) STRATON.H’ is a twentieth 
century pipe. 
 
There were six examples of small diameter thin wrought iron 
or steel pipe fragments, of which only one exceeded a 
metre in length (Cat #466-471). 
 
 
Cat #471-472: gutters 
Two small fragments of cast iron gutter (Cat #471-4720) 
were recovered from the same context (c305) within the 
refinery building. 
 
Cat #474-475: miscellaneous 
Two unidentified components associated with pipework may 
associated with plumbing or with the engine. 
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Cat #474 is a circular object of stepped profile, 100mm 
outside diameter, with the basal disk 13mm in thickness, a 
raised disk, 65mm in diameter and finally a central raised 
disc 41mm in diameter. A central hole is 28mm in diameter 
at the top, but steps out to 50mm diameter at 18mm above 
the base. The piece is probably an internal component of a 
pump, piston or valve, but has not been positively identified. 
 
Cat #475 is a fragment of a cast iron flange, pierced by 
probable bolt holes, broadly resembling the flanges on the 
large cast iron blast pipes, but smaller and bearing a 
concentric ridge outside the bolt holes. 
 
 
 

Domestic & personal 
 
Cat #476-485: sheet metal vessels 
Two small fragments are from unidentified sheet metal 
vessels (Cat #476,477) featuring a rolled rim and a seam 
respectively. These may be from a jug. 
 
A complete twentieth century galvanised bucket (Cat #478) 
was recovered from the fill of a modern service tunnel. 
 
Seven fragments were identifiable as small fragments of ‘tin 
cans’ (Cat #479-485). 
 
 
Cat #486-487: handles 
Cat #486 was formed of a 10mm diameter steel rod and 
may have been from a bucket. Another handle (Cat #487) 
was smaller, formed of 4mm rod and was in the form of a 
semicircle approximately 110mm across. 
 
 
Cat #488-489: enamelled objects 
A blue enamel panel (Cat #488) with [CO]CO[A & 
CH]OCO[LATE] MAK[E]RS TO H.M. THE KI[NG], is of the 
Rowntree Company and would date approximately to 1905-
1910. 
 
A large fragment of brown enamel teapot (Cat #489), with a 
moderately intact spout attached to a band from the body, 
came from the same modern fill as the builder’s bucket 
described above (Cat #478). 
 
 
Cat #490: cutlery 
A small spoon stamped ‘Bengal Silver’ is a plated product of 
Daniel & Arter of Globe Nevada Silver Works, Highgate 
Street, Birmingham, dating to between 1882 and 1920. 
 
 
Cat #491: miscellaneous 
Cat #491 is a small iron hook, possibly a clothes hook. 
 
 
Cat #492-498: copper alloy objects [Figure 30] 
Cat #492 is the lid of a small copper-alloy container. Cat 
#493 is a small embossed copper alloy disk. Cat #494 is a 
rounded copper alloy object, possibly part of bicycle bell.  
 
Two items (Cat #495,496) have copper alloy ornamentation 
associated with ferrous tubular components. These items 
are interpreted as decorative work probably from a 
bedstead. 
 
Item #497 is a thin small chevron-shaped piece of lead.  
 
Item #498 is a small piece of folded aluminium strip. 
 
Cat #499-500: footwear [Figure 30] 

Footwear is represented by a fragment of a heel iron (Cat 
#500) and possibly by a thin, triangular, convexly folded 
sheet with small holes along its marginal flange (Cat #499). 
This latter object is tentatively interpreted as a protective 
cover for the toe of a metalworker’s boot. 
 
 
 

Miscellaneous 
 
Cat #501-512: castings [Figure 31] 
A group of four arcuate castings are closely related items, of 
uncertain nature. Three (Cat #501-503) are almost identical 
with recorded overall widths of between 775mm and 
800mm, 240mm to 250mm tall and 35mm thick. Each has a 
flat arcuate plate approximately 80mm wide, with a central 
inward facing protrusion to 117mm, with a central hole 
17mm in diameter. The ends of the arc are raised by 10mm 
along a single line forming a chord. Each arcuate plate 
forms approximately one third of a circle. A fourth plate (Cat 
#502) is similar, but is slightly smaller and more strongly 
curved, such that the arc forms a higher proportion of a 
circle. It is 680mm wide and 265mm tall. There is no central 
inner protuberance but it has a central hole of 23mm 
diameter. 
 
Apart from the raised margins along the chord, these plates 
resemble the components of some early 19th century piston 
designs, in which case the central hole would be for 
lubrication rather than attachment, but that does not appear 
to be the interpretation of these pieces and their use 
remains uncertain. 
 
Item #505 is a small fragment of cast iron, 70mm by 
105mm, with a slight upturn along on of its long edges. 
 
Item #506 is an irregular cast iron plate fragment, 80mm 
wide and surviving for 95mmof an object with a step in one 
surface across which it thickens from 12mm to 24mm. The 
thick section has a central hole 21mm in diameter.  
 
A cast iron plate (Cat #507), 217mm by 137mm, has a 
central recessed area. 
 
A small fragment of a thick tabular casting (Cat #508) was 
examined (as sample YSF 13; see archaeometallurgical 
report, Young 2014) to test whether it was finers metal, but 
it proved to be a grey cast iron. This may be a broken 
fragment of one of the castings of the refinery plant. 
 
A short section of tapered pipe-shaped iron casting (Cat 
#509) resembled some of the other cast iron pipes in 
general style and the size of the terminal flange, but the 
flange appeared to contain no bolt holes and given its 
tapering shape it may have performed some other function. 
 
A short section of triangular-sectioned cast iron bar (Cat 
#510) carried no further evidence to its purpose. 
 
A cast iron disc (Cat #511) 540mm in diameter and 20mm 
thick, with a slightly off-centre protruding arcuate handle, 
80mm across and 66mm tall, appears to be an inspection 
cover. 
 
An unstratified steel casting in a shape somewhat 
resembling a large lobster claw (Cat #512) is probably a 
piece broken from modern construction equipment. 
 
 
Cat #513-521: other 
Three twisted copper wires (Cat #513) are the remnants of 
an electrical cable. 
 
A 385mm long 20mm square-sectioned iron bar (Cat #514) 
has a 30mm by 35mm square ‘collar’ close to one end. It is 
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not clear if this is a deliberate collar, or a fastening rove that 
has been hammered over the end. 
 
A hexagonal sectioned steel rod (10mm a/f), 115mm long, 
and narrowing to 5mm at one end (Cat #515) is probably of 
recent origin. A further three objects, probably of steel, 
130mm in length, one with a hexagonal end, are probably 
similar. Two have flattened ends (Cat #516-518). 
 
A small thin sheet steel mounting with a central rubber bush 
or seal (Cat #519), bears marginal bolts which passes 
through a further thin steel sheet. This item appears likely to 
be a modern vehicle component. 
 
A small steel disk with a raised centre (Cat #520) is a 
twentieth century base plate for a scaffolding tube. 
 
 
 

Simple ferrous forms/fragments 
 
Cat #521: block 
Cat #521 is a cuboidal block of wrought iron, 50mm by 
50mm by 85mm. 
 
 
Cat #522-558: bars 
Thirty seven fragments of iron bar lacking any clear 
evidence for origin were recovered.  
 
 
Cat #559-572: rods 
Fragments of round-sectioned rod, both circular and 
elliptical in section were found (fourteen examples), but 
were less abundant than square/rectangular sections. 
 
 
Cat #573-576: wire 
Four fragments of steel wire were recovered. 
 
 
Cat #577-580: strip 
Four pieces of thin iron strip were recovered, all in very 
small fragments. 
 
 
Cat #581-623: sheet 
Sixty pieces of sheet wrought iron were recorded. Many of 
these were in a very poor state of preservation. Only one of 
these pieces (Cat #623) bears detailed description: this was 
an elongate approximately octagonal sheet, 880mm by 
290mm and 4mm in thickness. It was pierced by eight 
irregularly spaced holes, now 20mm in diameter. It is likely 
that this piece formed part of the cladding on a wooden 
structure. 
 
 
Cat #641-643: angle iron 
Three sections of angle iron were recorded. Two of these 
had dimensions recorded, with the section being 5mm thick 
and extending approximately 32mm on either side of the 
angle. The longest piece (Cat #625) was 1.85mm long. 
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Discussion 
 
The overall metalwork assemblage from the Merthyr 
Learning Quarter contains much that is a result of 20th 
century activity after the closure of the works.  
 
Firstly there is a group of mid-late twentieth century 
artefacts, including items associated with the previous 
college buildings (including components of the water supply 
(Cat #459) and a fire hydrant (Cat #460) and with their 
construction (builders’ items like a pickaxe (Cat #120), 
hacksaw blade (Cat #121), bucket (Cat #478) and a 
scaffolding baseplate (Cat #520), and probably also the 
enamel teapot (Cat #489)). These items were largely 
recorded as unstratified, or occurred with the backfill of a 
service trench (c285). 
 
Secondly there is a group of items much closer in date to 
the period of disuse of the ironworks (including an 
enamelled Rowntree plaque or lid (Cat #488) and a plated 
spoon (Cat #489) – both dating probably to early decades of 
the twentieth century). These items are likely to date from 
the period just before or around the time of demolition of 
much of the Cyfarthfa works in the 1920s. The use of 
Ynysfach site for waste disposal during the period of 
operation of the Cyfarthfa Steelworks (1883-1919) is 
suggested by the finds of steelmaking residues including 
Bessemer convertor tuyères (documented elsewhere) that 
would have originated within the main Cyfarthfa works. 
 
Some insight into the processes of abandonment and 
subsequent demolition is provided by the metalwork finds 
from the engine house. Little survived of the engine itself, 
which was presumably carefully dismantled and removed 
for scrap. Minor components were probably lost during the 
dismantling, including a locking plate from one of the arms 
of one of the parallel motion mechanisms (Cat #8) and a 
fragment of a link rod (Cat #9), but there were no traces of 
any of the main ferrous components nor were there any of 
the many non-ferrous bearings. Instead, what was 
recovered were fittings from the base of the engine 
(including the water intake in its underground sump, and 
possibly a fragment of the base of the air pump) plus many 
fittings that were attached to the timber frame inside the 
upper part engine house (including much of the hand winch 
(Cat #3-6) and a fixed pivot for a parallel motion bar (Cat 
#7)). This suggests that the timberwork inside the engine 
house probably remained intact after the removal of the bulk 
of the engine.  
 
In general, it is likely that cast iron components (from the 
engine, the blast pipes, the refinery hearths and the 
running-out troughs as well as moveable items like dram 
wheels) were preferentially collected for recycling and that 
some wrought iron components (e.g. the dram beds) were 
left behind. 
 
Several authors have claimed that the engine installed in 
the house was a 52½ inch beam engine, built by Neath 
Abbey Ironworks (e.g. Roberts 2005, probably based on 
Ince 1993, p. 63 referencing GRO, NAI, D/D M/56/2 – a 
drawing of a 52i½ inch engine ‘for Crawshay, Cyfarthfa’ in 
1840). Examination of the ironworks drawings, however, 
shows that there were many engines designed for the 
Crawshays at this period, often using Cyfarthfa as their 
address, even when the engine was destined for elsewhere. 
Another engine being designed in 1840 (described as a 
‘blowing engine at Cyfarthfa; WGRO D/D NAI M/56/4’), for 
instance, has a 45 inch cylinder (although it is possible 
these were replacement parts for an existing engine). No 
drawing in the Neath Abbey Ironworks collection may be 
identified positively as an engine destined for Ynysfach.  
 
The small number of components surviving from the beam 
blowing engine make its interpretation rather difficult, but 

the design of the engine house itself assists by providing 
various constraints. The short length of the engine house 
and the location of its internal walls and beams indicate that 
the engine had no flywheel, and is therefore likely to be a 
high pressure engine. 
 
The components recovered, including the parallel motion 
fixed pivot and the locking plate, are large compared with 
many described examples and comparative examples in the 
Neath Abbey Ironworks design drawings. The components 
for the hand winch were designed to span a gap between 
timbers of 1.46m. The fixed pivot is 75mm in diameter 
compared with 37mm at the Levant Whim and the locking 
plate fitted between arms spaced at 190mm, whereas the 
Neath Abbey drawings of the 1840 Crawshay 45 inch 
engine show an equivalent dimension of 86mm. Clearly 
these components come from a larger parallel motion 
system, possibly because the parallel motion on the blowing 
cylinder was more substantial than that on the steam 
cylinder. 
 
The closely-spaced cast iron box supports to the north of 
the central wall of the engine house suggest that the 
condenser and air pump may have lain on this side (the 
opposite side to the assumed location of the steam 
cylinder), conforming to a common arrangement for Cornish 
engines. 
 
Few components of the boiler system survived. A weighted 
arm was possibly from a boiler lever safety valve (Cat #20). 
Significantly, two fragments (Cat #18,19) from the cast iron 
framing for a boiler firebox door indicate that at least one of 
the boilers was of the ‘egg-ended’ type. 
 
The surviving ironwork from the refinery building is also very 
limited, again indicating a thorough stripping of re-usable 
materials. The refinery hearths themselves have been 
completely robbed. The surviving cistern (Cat #21-23) 
provides excellent detail, including the two sections with 
lowered margins and the wood-plugged drain hole. The plan 
of this cistern and the location of its joining plate, provides 
very close comparison with the rust stains and gaps in the 
brickwork of the other five running-out bays, and it would 
appear likely that all six bays originally held broadly similar 
cisterns. 
 
The evolution of the refinery technique was discussed by 
Young (2014, 22-29) and it was argued that the long 
troughs present at Ynysfach (as evidenced by the 7.39m-
long cistern) are unlikely to have been introduced before the 
mid-1830s and quite possibly rather later, Indeed, it is 
possible that the construction of the new refinery building in 
c.1850 may have marked their introduction at Ynysfach. 
 
The illustration of a refinery at Bromford Iron Works by 
(Percy 1864, Figures 127, 129) shows horizontal cast iron 
plates extending outwards approximately 400-450mm on 
either side of the running-out trough. It is possible that 
similar plates were present and were supported by 30mm 
square spikes surviving arranged parallel to the margin of 
the cistern in running-out bay five. 
 
The evidence for the drainage of copious amounts of water 
away from the refinery area is clear, but the technique for 
bringing the water into use is much less so. Water may have 
arrived at the troughs in above-ground piping. It is possible 
that the surviving element of this system may be to be seen 
in the ex situ cast iron troughs (Cat #30,31). These would 
have provided locations for water to be filled into buckets, to 
be thrown onto the tapped iron and slag. The vertical pipes 
in front of the refinery building (Cat #25,26) may have been 
associated with the mounting of quenching sprays. The 
larger example (Cat #25) shows similarity with the 
supporting mount for the refinery tuyères illustrated by 
Percy (1864, Figure 127). Water supply into the cistern may 
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have been via the lowered margin at the proximal end, while 
the lowered distal end may have allowed overflow. 
 
One other possible survivor of the refineries is a very poorly 
preserved and strongly deformed conical piece of wrought 
iron (Cat #29), which may be fragment of a refinery tuyère, 
which are recorded as water cooled (e.g. Percy 1864, 
Figure 127; Truran 1863, Figure 255). 
 
The tools from the site are rather non-specific. The long 
shafted tools with the simple ring handle (Cat #108-109) 
may have been tools for the refinery, but similar tools are 
observable in photographs of blast furnace tapping areas 
and even of boiler houses. The small, latch-like possible 
tools with a ring and a tip at right angles to the shaft (Cat 
#110-114) bear some resemblance to the hooks on the 
hand-cart for moving slabs of finers metal illustrated by 
Truran (1863, Figs 250, 251), although the illustrated hooks 
appear a little more substantial. 
 
After the disuse of the Ynysfach Ironworks, the site 
continued to be crossed by standard gauge railway lines 
associated with Cyfarthfa steelworks. Processes of 
replacement of components, as well possibly the final 
disuse of the rail system, allowed a few small components 
to be deposited, including fishplates (Cat #212-221), bolts 
and chair screws (Cat #222-223), but no major components 
survived. 
 
During the lifetime of the Ynysfach Ironworks, the internal 
transport system was of plateways. The evidence suggests 
that the final plateway system was a mixture of components 
of various ages and designs. The interpretation of the 
system is complicated by the uncertainty of the origin of the 
artefacts recovered, for many were not in situ and may have 
moved from other parts of the site (or beyond) during the 
collection of scrap metal at the time of demolition. 
 
It seems likely that the newer parts, and/or straighter parts, 
of the plateway system comprised dovetailed sills (Cat 
#193-199) with long wrought iron plates (Cat #174-183). In 
confined areas, with tight curves and crossovers, it seems 
short (probably mainly 3 feet) cast iron plates (Cat #162-
173) continued in use, and were used in conjunction with 
horned sills (Cat #184-192). The group of plateway 
elements c495, however, contained lugged cast plates and 
dovetailed sills. Two major variants of the horned sills were 
observed, one being very lightweight, but it is not known 
how these variants were employed. The components of a 
turn-out (Cat #200-205) and a rewheeling plate (Cat #206) 
provide further details on the plateway components. The 
complete examples of sills suggest a gauge over the 
flanges of approximately 930-950mm (i.e. approximately 37 
inches).  
 
The evidence for the plateway drams was wooden-framed 
flatbed drams with a stout wrought iron protective bed (Cat 
# 122-124) of approximately 1.55m by 0.85m, the ends of 
which overhung the coupling shackle. Such drams would be 
appropriate for the carriage of larger pieces of iron, such as 
pigs being moved from the blast furnace to the refinery. 
Couplings were made with a double hook forged from 
square bar.  
 
These details differentiate the Ynysfach plateway from the 
Dowlais/Penydarren system investigated at Ffos-y-fran, in 
which the gauge (measured between the inner faces of 
dram wheels) was 720-780mm, the standard dram types 
were 1.40m or 1.65m long, no horned sills were present and 
coupling hooks were formed from round bar (Young in 
prep.). Although some details are imprecise, the 
identification of these components is useful, for there has 
been little description of later (post-1820) plateway 
components in South Wales. 
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Table 1: summary catalogue 
 

Cat No. Notes Context Drawing Item Retention Pubn. 
Drawing 

       
Blowing Engine       
1 Cold water inlet. Filter plates 84cm tall and 27cm from outside to inner radius; bound by wrought iron in 

two semicircles fastened with 60mm square nuts, binding bar 30mm square; plates 24mm thick, holes 
20mm diameter and 8mm externally. 

in situ   college draw 

2 Pipe in water sump; end of pipe, not drawn      
3 Hand winch drive shaft. Main shaft diameter 48mm; 31mm square ends, 80mm long; 330mm to collar, 

this end rests in bearing with 80x 39 x 335mm baseplate, secured by 40mm square x 11mm deep bolt 
heads with 23mm shafts through circular holes; other end 30mm square section 75mm long then 44 mm 
diameter, length to collar 385, bears toothed cog next to collar, teeth 15mm thick, 8 teeth, cog 80mm 
wide, rests on 24mm protruding wider diameter of 52mm. overall length 1285mm 

191 33 5   

4 Hand winch drum shaft mounting; 565 x 43 x 155mm baseplate, bolts 34mm long, 39mm square nuts, 
40mm square heads, double washers, 45mm hole in bearing, 161 high; bolt diameter 23 mm 

191 54 1   

5 Hand winch drum shaft mounting: 56mmx15mm cast bearing with circular hole through raised section 
parallel to base and transverse, paired bolts either side, c. 3/4 inch with 1.5 inch square nut; 20cm thick 
timber; attached to 43mm square bar with rounded off ends 65mm long; bar 1400mm between rounded 
sections 

191 54 2   

6 Hand winch cable drum end: intertwined with above is broken cast iron drum end, 660mm in diameter, 
octagonal hole 230mm with key on one face; 105mm raised collar, 295 mm diameter 

191 54 2   

7 Parallel motion fixed pivot: capstan-like casting bolted to mounting plate, with long bolts for attachment to 
beam; 450x280mm plate with 87mm high flange on one side, securing nut 57x80mm, securing bolts 
230mm before, 100mm of thread, has 40mm square nuts, 42 square facetted heads on 22mm square 
shaft; 102mm capstan head, 72mm shaft, 100mm raised rim, 140mm raised boss on base 

191 49 2 retain  

8 Bearing locking plate: cast iron plate, 30mm thick, 410x110mm; E shaped where ends facetted and 
central arm is actually 190mm wide curved piece, on 67mm wide main bar 

crusher 205 6 retain draw 

9 Link rod end: rod with forged U on end, each arm of bar of U with 20mm hole, U 90mm long; object 
340mm long overall 

? 203 1 retain  

10 Cylinder base: 600mm diameter down to 80mm wide slot in base, connect through broken bolted flange 
to one side; end of cast cylinder 530mm i/d, with bolted on end including recessed 'inlet', overall 820mm 
diameter 

191 47 4   

11 cast iron pipe u/s 162 1   
12 cast iron pipe u/s     
13 cast iron pipe u/s 162 3   
14 cast iron pipe ? 163 1   
15 cast iron pipe u/s 162 2   
16 cast iron pipe ? 165 1   
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Cat No. Notes Context Drawing Item Retention Pubn. 
Drawing 

       
17 curved blast pipe: joining section for blast pipe from near furnace, i/d 250mm, o/d 300mm, flange 470mm; 

has several holes one with bolt with 37mm square head,  120mm long, 20mm diameter, 10mm thick 
head; pipe rises from flange in marked curve 

295 137 ? sample  

18,19 boiler firebox door framing:  97x62mm beams top and bottom, arched opening with wrought pintle 
inserted to one side, beams 360mm gap, central arch 370mm tall and originally 380mm wide. Now 
broken in two in centre, total half width is 560mm, arch casting 60mm wide expanding to 80mm by pintles 

? 206 3 retain  

20 safety valve weight? u/s 34 1 retain draw 

       
Refinery       
21 Refinery running-out trough cistern: in 2 sections, one length 350cm, the other 389mm, 94cm wide x 

51cm deep; joining plate 270x930mm, holes 37mm square; 73mm dia plug hole; nuts 47mm, base 47mm 
thick bolts base and side 27mm diameter, sides of trough 37mm, flange 37mm x100mm with 30mm 
round holes for bolts, 50mmx70mm lug midpoint base of proximal section. 

in situ   college draw 

22,23 2 iron bolts from cistern, 45mm x 45mm x 23mm heads, 27mm diameter shaft, 125mm surviving overall 
length, no visible thread, washers 60mm-28mm-10mm 

150     

24 Refinery running-out trough cistern: joining plate, 960mm x 225mm x 35mm thick; ten holes each 35mm 
square 

164 185 3   

25 Column/pipe outside refinery: 230mm diameter column base, steps to 370mm diameter boss attached to 
770x570mm base with three webbed flanges; base c30mm thick. Internally has deposits of 'shot' 

331 173 2   

26 Column/pipe outside refinery:  cast iron pipe 6 inch o/d, 4 inch i/d, flange 10 inch x 3/4 inch thick, 4 holes 
3/4 inch circular with 17mm spikes >185mm, long heads irregular, c.85mm of pipe left above base. 
Fracture on pipe looks odd - cut with torch? 

345 204 7 retain draw 

27 H shaped object: from trough, central rod 14mm square, one end bar 30mm square x 125mm long, the 
other is 40mm square and 140mm long 

151 147 6 retain draw 

28 H shaped object: wrought iron piece note another of this is in the lifted trough 251 127 6 retain draw 

29 Possible refinery tuyère: 350mm long apparently wrought iron pipe, double skinned at one end, 
102x60mm wide end, 100x30 narrow 

scrap pile 210 5 retain draw 

30 Refinery quenching water trough: 152x64x43cm deep cast iron trough  u/s nr 
engine 
house? 

  college  

31 Refinery quenching water trough: 154x59x39cm deep trough, wall 18-20 mm thick u/s nr 
engine 
house? 

  college  

       
Plates       
32 cast iron plate 335 173 4   
33 cast iron plate 400 187 1   
34 cast iron plate 387 173 1   
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Cat No. Notes Context Drawing Item Retention Pubn. 
Drawing 

       
35 cast iron plate 334 180 8   
36 cast iron plate 335 173 6   
37 cast iron plate 335 173 8   
38 cast iron plate drain 

plate 
145 6   

39 cast iron plate - with hole drain 
plate 

145 7   

40 plate with loop cast on one edge,  23mm diameter hole in-situ 
plates 

132 3   

41 cast iron plate drain 
plate 

145 4   

42 cast iron plate in-situ 
plates 

132 6   

43 cast iron plate 191 49 3   

44 cast iron plate 252? 136 5   
45 cast iron plate in-situ 

plates 
132 5   

46 cast iron plate in-situ 
plates 

132 7   

47 cast iron plate      
48 cast iron plate 335 173 9   
49 cast iron plate 334 180 3   
50 cast iron plate 331 173 3   
51 cast iron plate 488 244 1   
52 cast iron plate drain 

plate 
149 2   

53 cast iron plate 334 180 5   
54 cast iron plate drain 

plate 
149 1   

55 cast iron plate in-situ 
plates 

132 2   

56 cast iron plate drain 
plate 

145 3   

57 cast iron plate drain 
plate 

149 3   

58 cast iron plate drain 
plate 

149 9   

59 cover from drain 119 with 6 marginal rectangular holes each 27mm square in-situ 
plates 

132 4   

60 cast iron plate 335 173 7   
61 cast iron plate drain 

plate 
149 7   
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Cat No. Notes Context Drawing Item Retention Pubn. 
Drawing 

       
62 cast iron plate drain 

plate 
149 5   

63 cast iron plate 334 180 2   
64 cast iron plate 334 180 7   
65 cast iron plate drain 

plate 
145 1   

66 cast iron plate drain 
plate 

145 2   

67 cast iron plate with row of six holes drain 
plate 

149 10   

68 cast iron plate with holes drain 
plate 

149 8   

69 cast iron plate drain 
plate 

145 5   

70 cast iron plate 194 42 1   

71 cast iron plate 400 187 2   
72 cast iron plate 400 187 3   
73 cast iron plate 488 244 2   
74 cast iron plate 488 244 3   
75 cast iron plate 488 244 4   
76 cast iron plate 488 244 5   
77 cast iron plate 334 180 1   
78 cast iron plate 334 180 4   
79 cast iron plate 334 180 6   
80 cast iron plate 335 173 5   
81 cast iron plate drain 

plate 
145 8   

82 cast iron plate drain 
plate 

149 4   

83 cast iron plate drain 
plate 

149 6   

84 cast iron plate in-situ 
plates 

132 1   

85 cast iron plate in-situ 
plates 

132 8   

86 cast iron plate in-situ 
plates 

132 9   

87 cast iron plate ? 122 4   
88 cast iron plate ? 122 5   
89 cast iron plate ? 122 6   
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Cat No. Notes Context Drawing Item Retention Pubn. 
Drawing 

       
90 cast iron plate drain cap 

w of 
casting 
house 

242 2   

91 cast iron plate drain cap 
w of 
casting 
house 

242 3   

92 cast iron plate drain cap 
w of 
casting 
house 

242 4   

93 cast iron plate 349 147 3   

94 cast iron plate 349 147 4   

95 Cast iron plate - Refinery foundation: 3.03m x 0.76m x 40mm plate from below furnace below 
248 

185 1   

96 Cast iron plate - Refinery foundation: 3.03m x 0.76m x 40mm plate from below furnace below 
249 

185 2   

97 cast iron plate 252? 129 5   
98 cast iron plate 126 117 2   

99 cast iron plate 126 121 1   

100 cast iron plate 126 126 1   

101 cast iron plate 126 126 8   

102 cast iron plate 179 39 1   

103 cast iron plate 191 33 2   

104 cast iron plate 350? 142 6   

       
Other ironworking       
105 furnace component: cast iron box 36cmx10cmx94cm,  1cm thick casting, rectangular holes in ends of 

long sides , semi-circular notch out of mid length one side, firebrick lining one end 
trough 4 12 5 retain draw 

106 furnace plate? 126 12 3 retain  

107 furnace plate? 488 244 7  draw 

       
Tools       
108 long tool: long spatula-like tool 126 9 4 retain draw 

109 long tool: hooked tool 191 30 5  draw 

110 small tool?: hooked rod - possibly a tool u/s 
outside 
casting 
houuse 

234 2  draw 
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111 small tool?: iron rod with hook one end and right angle bend the other 488 206 6  draw 

112 small tool?: tool or latch, 300mm long handle with 50mm o/d ring, 11mm diameter rod, right angle then 
flattened to 20mm x 2mm, tip 80mm from bend, probably 100 degree angle 

? 207 7 retain draw 

113 small tool: hooked iron bar fragment, 2cm diameter 126 118 8   

114 small tool: 20mm diameter rounded bar,bent through right angle one end to pointed tip, 86cm long  191 31 1   

115 tool: part of wrought iron pick 330mm long ? 207 1 retain draw 

116 tool: prise bar?, 20mm diameter, 420mm long, chisel tip 191? 25 2   
117 tool: prise bar?, 29mm diameter, 969mm long, chisel tip 191 21 7 retain  

118 tool: shovel - large forged socket and part of blade; blade has v notch below socket, and curves over 
lateral sides of socket; socket prolongs in V in front/top 

scrap pile 207 4 retain  

119 tool: shovel - shovel withattached mortar 191 30 2   

120 tool: modern pickaxe head scrap pile 210 1   

121 tool: end of hacksaw blade with mounting hole 159     
       
Transport       
122 dram bed 191 50 1 preserve draw 

123 dram bed 191 50 3 preserve draw 

124 dram bed 191 52 1 preserve draw 

125 dram bed fragment: dram spine with wrought shackles both ends, main bar 165mm x 16mm hinge loops 
riveted on with shackle hinges 1340mm apart; shackles 240x160mm 

191 16 3   

126 dram bed fragment: one end of tram spine with shackle 191 16 4  draw 

127 dram bed fragment: 10mm x100mm bar with shackle - held by turned and riveted end 191 16 6   

128 dram bed fragment: tram shackle 191 25 5 retain draw 

129 dram bed fragment: wrought iron length from tram, 153.5cm x 11.5cm with 5 rivets spaced down length 191 29 5 retain  

130 dram bed fragment: 162cm long riveted wrought iron strap 191 22 2   

131 dram bed fragment: 162cm long riveted wrought iron strap 191 22 3   

132 dram bed fragment: iron bar 1.55m x 0.13m x 0.04m with four holes 191 16 7   

133 dram bed fragment: bar from dram with round bar with flattened end riveted on in handle-like form 191 27 5   

134 dram bed fragment: very corroded bar from dram 191 27 2   

135 dram bed fragment: large bar from tram with hole 191 27 3   

136 dram bed fragment: 46cm x 8.5cm x1.9cm iron bar with second fragment attached 126 117 9   

137 dram bed fragment: narrow wrought iron bar with rivets 126 118 1   

138 dram bed fragment: large bar, 700mm long, with rivet holes from dram 126 118 3   

139 dram bed fragment: wrought iron bar 43.5cm  x7.9cm x2.1cm 126 120 1   

140 dram bed fragment: iron bar with single rivet hole 500mm x 51mm x 8mm 126 121 2   

141 dram bed fragment: iron strap fragment, 6mm x 16.2cm x6.8cm 126 126 4   

142 dram bed fragment: 2 substantial bars riveted together  191 16 1   
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143 dram bed fragment: narrow wrought iron strap with rivets and upturned ends 191 16 2   

144 dram bed fragment: riveted bars from dram 191 16 5   

145 dram bed fragment: thin iron bar 191 19 5   

146 dram bed fragment: riveted iron bars 191 19 7   

147 dram bed fragment: bent bar fragment with sheared off rivet 191 19 10   

148 dram bed fragment: small wrought iron piece from tram with hole 191 21 1   

149 dram bed fragment: bar fragment 191 21 2   

150 dram bed fragment: very twisted ion bar with holes 191 21 3   

151 dram bed fragment: 2 riveted bars from tram 191 21 14   

152 dram bed fragment: 2 lengths of dram strapping riveted together 191 22 5 retain  

153 dram bed fragment: bar with holes 191 25 4   

154 dram bed fragment: slightly irregular iron bar with two holes 191 25 7   

155 dram bed fragment: rolled strapping from tram 191 26 1   

156 dram bed fragment: iron bar from tram with central hole 191 26 2   

157 dram bed fragment: large bar from dram, folded double 191 32 1   
158 dram bed fragment: small bar fragment with hole 191 25 ?   

159 dram wheel?: cast iron lenticular disc, 340mm diameter; c8mm thick on rounded edge, 30mm in centre, 
but has broken off shaft 15mm long and 70mm diameter on one face 

191 21 12 retain  

160 dram coupling 488 206 5  draw 

161 dram coupling u/s 
outside 
casting 
house 

234 1   

162 cast iron plateway plate: in NMW     ? Not 
recorded 

   

163 cast iron plateway plate: broken plate  540mm long with fractured riser 191 30 1   
164 cast iron plateway plate: probably tramplate fragment 252 129 5   

165 cast iron plateway plate: cast iron plate rail, 7.2cm x 12cm x 9.3cm tall side/3.5cm low side x 2.9cm thick 
in middle 

350 141 3 retain draw 

166 cast iron plateway plate: 94cm section of cast plateway, 7.5cm tall side, protruding lug to side base on 
good end, 9.6cm wide, c2.2cm tall on low side, rising 3mm above flat centre 7.2cm wide, low lip 7mm 
wide 

crusher   retain  

167 cast iron plateway plate: 29c section of ci plateway, 9.7cm wide, 2.3cm low, 7.8 high, 9.5cm wide, 16mm 
deep in center, low lp to 10mm, high lip to 13mm 

crusher 205 8 retain draw 

168 cast iron plateway plate: 727mm length u/s 
outside 
casting 
house 

233 5   

169 cast iron plateway plate: cast plateway 126 11 4 retain  
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170 cast iron plateway plate: fragment of broken plate, central lug on tall side, 168.5cm x 9.5cm x 7cm tall 

side/ 4.2cm low side. Preserved end shows small lug on inner face for use with horned sill. 
252 136 1 retain draw 

171 cast iron plateway plate: 792mm long plate fragment 252 136 6  draw 

172 cast iron plateway plate: 68cm section of ci plateway, coal dust in groove, 90mm tall side, 50mm low 
side, 9.8 wide, base 22mm thick, hollow  

crusher 212 2 retain  

173 cast iron plateway plate: 0.9m long plateway plate section, has probable inner lug on end. 550 240 2   
174 wrought iron plateway plate: bent length of wi plateway, 115 wide, flat90 wide tall side56mm, low side 

23mm, centre 15mm, 550mm long bent through slightly less than right angle 
488 205 4 retain  

175 wrought iron plateway plate: 115 wide 70 high, 24 low, 172 cm long 488 206 2   

176 wrought iron plateway plate: 125cm long section of wrought iron plateway, fractured end resembles that 
on #174 above 

488 239 4  draw 

177 wrought iron plateway plate: 2.05m wrought iron plate 488 244 6  draw 

178 wrought iron plateway plate: 102cm x 11.5cm x 6cm 191 22 1   

179 wrought iron plateway plate: rolled plate 95cm x 11.5cm x 6cm, base 18mm thick 191 22 7 retain  

180 wrought iron plateway plate: 553cm x 11cm x <7cm, slightly dished running surface 191 51 1   

181 wrought iron plateway plate: 197cm long plate ?     

182 wrought iron plateway plate: 234cm long plateway rail, 11cm wide, hollow 7.5cm tall side/46mm low side 
25mm, base 17mm thick in centre 

?   retain  

183 wrought iron plateway plate: 1.4m of plate, 56mm riser, 115mm wide, 18mm thick with 10mm raised outer 
ridge 

? 239 5   

184 horned plateway sill: 100mm gap, tulip head, pins 25mm diameter, trapezium section 48x32, 400mm long 
fragment 

? 204 2 retain draw 

185 horned plateway sill: 0.64m long fragment 191 22 6 retain draw 

186 horned plateway sill: 81cm preserved length, 50x35mm in centre, 63mm plain to flare, 180mm from flare, 
head with stout components, outer lip to 16mm, pegs to 30mm at base 

crusher 205 7 retain  

187 horned plateway sill: 58.5cm long fragment 191 23 1   

188 horned plateway sill: 0.76m long fragment 191 23 2   
189 horned plateway sill: In NMW store 191 32 2   
190 horned plateway sill:57 cm preserved length, 34cm between flares, preserved end 18mm from flare, outer 

lip 10mm thick 40mm high, 105mm gap to base of pegs, each peg c23mm diameter at base and 30mm 
high, bar sub-semi-circular 50mm wide x 35mm high 

crusher 205 1 retain draw 

191 lightweight horned plateway sill: 0.65m long fragment 191 19 3   
192 lightweight horned plateway sill: 55mm x 20mm cross section of bar, head has two c24mm studs, 48mm 

long outer bar, 154mm long head, 100mm wide, with 78mm 'waist' 
191 19 4 retain draw 

193 dovetailed plateway sill: fragment 126 10 7 retain  

194 dovetailed plateway sill:  548 232 1   
195 dovetailed plateway sill:  549 232 2  draw 
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196 dovetailed plateway sill: very stout with deep central bar 50mm x 50mm , 400mm length of section, chair 

260mm long, gap c140mm, 100mm wide 
488 205 5 retain  

197 dovetailed plateway sill: c115mm gap width, outer lip slightly hooked over, inner vertical c40mm, head 
230x110mm, bar seen for 380mm; deep section 50mm x 50mm 

488 210 2 retain draw 

198 dovetailed plateway sill:  ? 238 5   
199 dovetailed plateway sill:  u/s 

outside 
casting 
house 

233 4   

200 special plateway component: plateway sill  from within points 350 142 2 retain draw 

201 special plateway component: a second example similar to #200     draw 

202 special plateway component: constraining plate 350 139 6 retain draw 

203 special plateway component: switch plate 488 242 1  draw 

204 special plateway component: switch plate 488 242 5  draw 

205 special plateway component: pointer (in NMW store) 191? 27 4   
206 special plateway component: rewheeling plate? 126 126 9   

207 special plateway component: large cast plate with raised line - part of rewheeling plate/ 194 36 6   

208 wrought iron rail: flat bottomed wrought iron rail 160cm long 191 50 2 retain draw 

209 wrought iron rail: flat bottom wrought iron rail, 222cm long, 13.1cm wide base, 11.2cm tall, head 5.5 cm 
wide by 3.5cm deep.  

crusher   retain  

210 wrought iron rail: 62cm long section of symmetrical rolled small bridge rail section; 77mm wide, a flange 
5mm thick, sides 8mm thick and a top up to 20mm thick. The gap between the rising sections was 
typically 15mm. The rail had an overall height of 50mm. 

crusher 206 4 retain draw 

211 wrought iron rail: rail or girder 186cm long, one good end with two bolt holes, head 2.5cm wide, plate 4cm 
wide, thickness of base 0.6cm, 5cm to head , head 1cm deep, symmetrical cross section 

126 10 6 sample  

212 fishplate: 4 holes ,1 with square nut on bolt fragment, 2 others with bolt fragments 191 19 1   

213 fishplate: large fishplate 49cm x 7.6cm with 24mm diameter holes 22mm thick 126 119 6 retain  

214 fishplate: broken fishplate with attached corroded bolt tops 126 121 3 retain  

215 fishplate: fishplate fragment 287 142 7   

216 fishplate: 50-55mm wide, trapezoidal, 22mm thick, 25mm square holes 287 142 9   

217 fishplate: fishplate fragment 287 142 10   

218 fishplate: fishplate fragment 287 142 11   
219 fishplate: iron plate, broken through in hole, remainder hidden in accretion - 50-60mm x 15mm, bevelled 

edges 
287     

220 fishplate: fishplate for joining different height rails 126 120 3 retain  

221 fishplate: offset fishplate,  350 141 1 retain  
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222 chair screw: bent bolt-like fragment with very coarse screw thread - screw from mounting chair to 

sleeper? 
184     

223 chair screw: square-headed fastening, very corroded/accreted, probably coarse chair screw as#222 184     
224 large horseshoe 252 129 2 retain  

       
Semi-products       
225 Pig: pig fragment with bulbous end, 37kg, 61.5cm x 12cm x 8cm 126 9 1 sample  

226 Pig: 2kg pig piece, 51.5cm x 11.3cm wide, 9.2cm deep 126 9 2 retain  

227 Pig: pig frag 25kg, 61cm x 11.4cm x 7.8cm deep 126 10 1 retain  

228 Pig: pig fragment 38kg, 74.5cm x 16cm x 8.5cm 126 10 2 sample  

229 Pig: pig fragment 42kg, 80cm x 11cm x 8cm 126 10 3 sample  

230 Pig: fragment 126? 126 2   
231 Pig: shallow pig fragment 22.1cm l x 8.3cm w x 2.6cm d (sample = YSF14) 179 39 3 retain  

232 Pig: possible small pig, 12.9cm long x 7.7cm x1.8cm, 1kg 179 39 4 retain  

233 Pig: 15.9cm x 6.4cm x 1.9cm possible pig fragment 179 39 5 retain  

234 Pig: small fractured poor pig tip, 4kg, 6.3cm x 27.2cm x 2.1cm deep 179 39 6 retain  

235 Pig: shallow pig fragment 15.8cm lx 9.21cm w x 2.4cm d 179 39 7 retain  

236 Pig: pig fragment, 19kg, 56cm x 11.5cm x 9cm 191 29 1   

237 Pig: pig fragment not filled, meniscate top, 11kg, 62cm x 11.5cm x 4.5cm (sample = YSF15) 194 47 1 sample  

238 Pig: tapering pig fragment, 12kg, 53.5cm max with section 10.5cm x 4.5cm (sample = YSF16) 194 45 7 sample  

239 Pig: shallow pig fragment 13kg, 38cm long, 8cm wide 2.9cm thick 194 45 8 retain  

240 Pig: tip of large pig, 5kg, 8.6cm deep and 11cm width 252 129 11 sample  

241 Pig: pig fragment, broken both ends, 29kg, 60cm x 11cm x 8cm 350 139 1 sample  

242 Pig: narrow pig fragment with burst out, 73cm x 5cm x 10.5cm 350 141 2 sample  

243 Pig: 20kg pig fragment, 58cm x 11.4cm x 8.2cm tapering down to rounded end 350 141 4 sample  

244 Pig: small pig or runner (just possibly a sill fragment), 3kg, 26.3cm x 7.5cm x 3.3cm 350 141 5 sample  

245 Pig: pig section, 33kg, 630mm x 110mm x 80m deep 488 204 4 sample  

246 Pig: 21 kg pig end, strongly tapering 488 204 5 sample  

247 Pig: flowed iron with hollow core, 24.4cm x 11.7cm x 1.7cm probably a failed pig fragment 126 122 7 retain  

248, 249, 250, 251, 252 Pig: five fragments of gutter-like cast iron - probably ends of pigs - very heavily mineralised 126     
253 small iron flow 350 142 3 retain  

254 small iron flow 251 133 3 retain  
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Fastenings       
       
255 carriage bolt: 37mm head, 23mm diameter shaft, 12mm thick head, 10mm long square section, 75mm 

round threaded 
287     

256 carriage bolt: bent 35mm diameter head, 22mm square section, 13mm long, 100mm long round, possibly 
all threaded, probably complete 

323     

257 carriage bolt: 215mm long bolt shaft, fractured on threaded section, round domed head, c 10mm length 
of 13mm square then round below 

u/s     

258 carriage bolt: corroded and accreted dome headed, 30mm head, 15mm square, 100mm seen 488     
259 round-headed bolt: 25 head, diameter 15mm, 97 long, round headed corroded bolt 126 121 5   

260 round-headed bolt: round headed bolt diameter 1.8, head 1.6 deep and 2.9 diameter 191 27 7 sample  

261 round-headed bolt: delicate bolt, 16.8cm long, diameter 0.9cm,nut 2.1cm square and 1.1cm deep, head 
2.2 cm diameter 

191 31 3   

262 round-headed bolt: long bolt fragment, round head, 21.7cm long, diameter 1.7cm, head 1.2cm deep x 
3.4cm diameter, threaded basal 15mm 

191 25 10   

263 hex-headed bolt: 90mm long bolt - probable hex head 30mm across, 14mm diameter ? 211 1   

264 bolt: small faceted headed bolt with square nut, 97mm long, 16mm diameter, head/nut gap 57mm thick 126 123 8   

265 bolt: 229mm long, 19mm diameter, large corroded bolt 126 119 5   

266 bolt: bolt shank with square nut, overall length 27.7cm, nut 3.3 x 3.5 x 3.1cm, diameter 1.9cm 191 26 3   

267 bolt: 1.9cm diameter, nut 9.1 x 9.1cm slightly concavo-convex, 1.2cm thick, overall length 19cm,above 
nut the diameter is uncertain 

194 41 5   

268 bolt: diameter 1.9cm, 11.1cm long, nut 3.7cm square nut, bolt broken off mid shaft, all threaded 194 45 5   

269 bolt: 195mm long square-headed bolt, head c. 30mm, shaft 22mm 184     
270 bolt: nut and bolt 125mm long, 36mm square nut, 32mm square head above 22mm square section  ? 207 2   

271 bolt: 35mm square head 15mm thick, c22mm shaft, overall 140mm, all details obscured by concretion no label     
272 bolt: large ?bolt and washer, washer c9.5cm square, 17.5cm long total, bolt 2.2cm diameter, raised 

square boss 4.5cm on inside of washer (or large nut?) 
194 46 1   

273 bolt: cf. railway fishplate bolt, 23mm shank, 30mm square head, 90 mm shank, 40mm threaded, 105mm 
long overall 

190     

274 bolt: bolt 115mm long, 24mm diameter, 34mm square head 126 119 7   

275 bolt: 113mm long 24mm diameter, 34mm square head 126 123 6   

276 bolt: 242mm long, 24mm diameter, 35mm square head large bolt 126 121 12   

277 bolt: bolt fragment 73mm long, 24mm diameter, 40mm square head 126 123 7   

278 bolt: bolt head, length 8.9cm, diameter 2.4cm, head 4cm square and 1.6cm deep 191 25 11   

279 bolt: 280mm long, 24mm diameter 43mm square head bolt 126 121 4   

280 bolt: length 16cm, square head, square top of shank, diameter 2.4cm 251 127 2 retain  

281 bolt: 240mm long, 25mm diameter, 40mm square head bolt 126 120 5   
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282 bolt: large bolt 240mm long, 25mm diameter, 40mm square head as above 126 120 6   

283 bolt: corroded large bolt, c. 45mm square head, c25mm shaft, square section top c. 10mm long, broken 
off 35mm below 

323     

284 bolt: as above but better preserved, 45mm square head, 15mm thick, 40mm of 25mm square, then 
round, 40mm to break - no visible thread 

323     

285 bolt: bolt 13.9mm long x 27mm diameter x 34mm square head 126 121 8   

286 bolt: bolt head, 12.3cm long, head 4.9cm square, diameter 2.7cm, c2mm pitch. Square shank below 
head 

251 127 3 retain  

287 bolt: 126mm long, 29mm diameter, 40mm square head 126 121 16   

288 bolt: square head 6x5cm,square shank 3.4cm, diameter 2.9cm, 5mm pitch length 17.8cm, depth of head 
3.9cm head depth, length of thread 3.5cm 

191 23 3 a  

289 bolt: 131mm long, 30mm diameter, 37mm square head, incomplete 126 123 9   

290 bolt: 50x50x25mm bolt head with 30mm shaft carrying 60mm i/d, 30mm o/d, 8mm thick washer 287     
291 bolt: large bolt head 50mm square, 20mm thick, top 45mm of shaft is 30mm square, passing in round 

threaded. Snapped with overall length of 105mm 
287     

292 bolt: 50x55x25mm bolt head on 30mm shaft, fracture just below head 287     
293 bolt: very corroded large bolt 126 123 3   

294 bolt: 28.5cm long, 3.3cm diameter, very coarse thread surviving in part  251 127 4   

295 bolt: length 16.2cm, head 58mm square, diameter 34mm, square top to shank 37mm square, thread 
appears 67mm below bottom of head, head 28mm thick, 26mm long square top to shaft 

129 119 4 retain  

296 bolt: massive bolt with square head 5.4 x 7cm, 36.5cm long, head 3.6cm deep head, diameter 4.8cm 191 25 7   

297 bolt: large corroded bolt, 36.5cm long, head 2.3cm thick and 3.4cm square 194 45 2   

298 bolt: square headed bolt, 4.8cm square 7.9cm long, very corroded fragment 252 129 4   

299 bolt: head 65mm square, 25mm thick - accreted 263     
300 bolt: wrought iron bolt, head missing, square nut, very corroded 126 120 8   

301 bolt: head of bolt - corroded or cut off? 126 121 6   

302 bolt: very accreted bolt head and part of shaft 126 121 10   

303 bolt: nut on fragment of bolt 126 121 13   

304 bolt: possible corroded large bolt - concreted 126 121 15   

305 bolt: very corroded bolt similar to above 126 122 2   

306 bolt: very accreted large iron bolt 126 123 4   

307 bolt: very corroded large bolt 126 123 11   

308 bolt:  126? 123 5   
309 bolt: nut and bolt, 10.4cm long, corroded 191 25 12   

310 bolt: very corroded bolt corroded onto thin sheet 194 45 3   

311 bolt: concretion with probable medium sized bolt 194 46 2   

312 bolt: small iron fragment in concretion, possibly small bolt 252 136 9   
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313 bolt: very heavily corroded large bolt 350 139 2   

314 bolt: highly corroded iron bolt 110 mm long ? 203 5   

315 bolt:  ? 243 4   
316 bolt:  ? 246 1   
317 bolt:  u/s 

outside 
casting 
house 

233 7   

318 bolt:  u/s 
outside 
casting 
house 

233 8   

319 bolt: highly corroded bolt head - unclear if originally square or hex u/s     
320 bolt: accretion on object - perhaps bolt 198     
321 bolt: concretion with stout bolt (?) set in dense material - possibly a lead plug for a masonry setting 126     
322, 323 bolt: fragments of two large bolts 287     
324, 325, 326, 327 bolt: four corroded bolt/rod fragments associated with mineralised wood u/s     
328 bolt: square headed bolt-like bar, 30.9cm long, 6.3cm square head, section of bar 3x2.1cm 251 133 4 retain  

329 bolt: bar with widened head, 2.9cm main, 3.5cm top overall length 11.2cm 191 25 3   

330 eyed bolt: round bar with forged eyelet, diameter of bar 1.7cm,i/d diameter of hole 1.6cm, total length 
17.2cm, o/d ring 5.7cm 

191 30 3   

331 eyed bolt: bolt with large eyelet instead of head 251 127 9 retain  

332 washer: iron washer 80mm diameter 126 121 11   

333 washer: large iron washer, o/d 8.1cm, i/d 5.4cm, 1.5cm thick 251 127 1   

334 washer: perforated iron disc or washer 293     
335 washer: curved thin sheet, possibly part of large washer?, 1.2cm x0.4cm radius c.20mm 126 119 3   

336, 337 washer: pair of iron washers 126 12 2   

338 washer: 90mm square load spreading nut or washer, concavo-convex, 40mm square raised in centre of 
concave side, hole c. 16mm (cf nut/washer on #272) 

184     

339 washer: penannular iron object 126 12 1 retain  

340 washer: double washer with pair of large bolts with hexagonal nuts 191 21 14   

341 washer: double washer as #340 191 27 6   

342 washer: large copper alloy washer u/s     
343 nail: with square section, 83mm long 126 121 9   

344 nail: shaft 0.75 inch, head 1.5 inch wide u/s     
345 nail: possible flattened nail spike fragment, associated with sheet metal u/s     
346, 347 nail: 2 probable hand-made square section nails, c3.5 inches long no label     
348, 349 nail: two thin square sectioned 7-inch nails 126     
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350-354 nail: 5 highly corroded nails or nail-like objects u/s     
355 nail: 50mm long clout nail u/s     
356 nail: large nail-like fragment, triangular, head flaring to 50mm wide, 12mm thick tapering down 115mm 

preserved length 
198     

357 nail: 130mm long tapering iron wedge u/s     
358 nail: triangular  nail 126     
359, 360, 361 nail: 3 round wire nails 2.5 to 3 inch u/s     
362, 363 nail: two four-inch round wire nails 126     
364 nail: 105mm long, 6mm diameter rod, probably steel - possibly wire nail 237     
365 nail: 2.5 inch oval-sectioned wood nail u/s     
366 spike: 40cm square spike with accretion, 18mm square 272   retain  

367 spike: c20mm square iron spike 290mm long ? 207 6   

368 spike: iron spike, 36.5 cm preserved, tip rounded broken, 20mm square section near head, 45mm square 
head with sloping facets and flat top 

unknown     

369 spike: iron spike, 16cm long, 25mm square section 126 122 1   

370 spike: iron spike, 37.6cm long, 2.5x2.4cm section 179 36 4   

371 spike: 26mm section, 55.9cm long spike 126 119 1   

372 spike: spike, 2.9x2.6cm bar length 48.2cm 179 36 2   

373 spike: wrought iron bar with hooked top, bent, 2.8cm square, overall length, 65cm long with hook 9.2cm 
across 

126 118 4   

374 spike: 28mm section, 72.4cm long 126 119 2   

375 spike: iron spike, 2.8x2.8cm square, 76.7cm long, chisel end, blunt end spread by hammering 175 ? ?   

376 spike: possible wedge, 3x2.8cm shaft, 20cm long, possible hammer damage on head 194 42 5 retain  

377 spike: 44.2cm long, 2.9cm section square 126 118 2   

378 spike: 29mm section, length 46.3cm 194 45 1   

379 spike: 29mm section, 63 cm long spike 126 118 5   

380 spike: chisel ended stake, 2.9cm square, 65.9cm long 191 29 2 retain  

381 spike: 29mm section, 75cm long spike 126 117 5   

382 spike: large iron spike, 29mm square section, 75.5cm long 126 117 6 retain  

383 spike:  ? 213 5   
384 spike:3cm square bar, overall length 50cm long 126 9 5   

385 spike: corroded iron spike 550mm long, 30mm square ? 207 8   

386 spike: 31mm section, 72 long spike 126 118 6   

387 spike: square section 3.3cm, 38.1cm long 251 133 1   

388 spike: heavily corroded large iron, c35mm square and 340mm long 287 147 2   

389 spike: square section iron spike, 23.4cm long, 4.1cm square at top 126 120 7   

390 spike: round sectioned small hooked spike? 23.9cm, bar 1.4cm diameter 191 ? ?   
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391 spike: 4.9cm diameter, length 123cm 126 118 7   

392 spike: curving iron spike, chisel end, 17x21mm at thickest, 180mm long, torn end ? 203 6   

393 spike: 120mm long square spike, with large square bolt-like head, 27x27x8 head, shaft 27x22mm at top 
narrowing down 

349     

394 spike: 60 degree segment of bar, 340x50x40mm 488 213 4 retain  

395 spike: very corroded iron spike 17.5cm long 126 122 3   

396 spike: highly corroded iron spike 27.4 long  239 ? ?   

397 spike: 380mm long ? 213 3   
398 spike: 400mm long u/s 

outside 
casting 
house 

235 4   

399 spike: 400mm long u/s 
outside 
casting 
house 

235 5   

400 spike: 420mm long ? 232 4   
401 spike:  450mm long ? 238 3   
402 spike:  480mm long u/s 

outside 
casting 
house 

234 4   

403 spike: 525mm tapering iron rod or spike,  355 206 1 retain  

404 spike:  555mm long ? 232 5   
405 spike: 600mm long u/s 

outside 
casting 
house 

235 2   

406 spike: 700mm long u/s 
outside 
casting 
house 

234 5   

407 spike: 800mm long u/s 
outside 
casting 
house 

235 3   

408 spike: 890mm long u/s 
outside 
casting 
house 

234 3   

409 spike:  outside 
casting 
house 

233 9   
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410 spike: accreted large iron square spike 126 11 3   

411 spike:  126 9 5   
412 spike:  126 9 5   
413 spike:  126 9 5   
414 spike:  126 9 5   
       
415 staple: overall 6.7cm x 12.6cm; section 1.6cm x 1.4cm deep 194 41 7   

416 staple: 40.4cm long, 2.2cm square bar 191 21 5   

       
Hooks, chains etc.       
417 hook/chain: large wrought hook with one link attached 159 204 6 retain  

418 hook/chain: small chain attached to small hook, 55x30mm links, 5 links then hook 96x65mm, links formed 
of 8mm diameter rod, hook max 15x12mm 

? 203 2   

419 chain: half a heavily accreted wrought iron loop, c 60mm diameter u/s     
420 chain: 3 links of twisted chain, each link 43mm x 21mm. ? 238 2   
421 hook?: curving iron piece - probably fragment from an iron hook  305     
422 hook?: concavo-convex section hook like fragment of iron 350 139 5 retain  

423 hook?: possible corroded hook ? 232 3   
424 ring: large ring, o/d 40.6cm, i/d 30.1cm 191 14 1 retain  

425 ring: o/d 11.5cm, i/d 8.5cm, 1.3cm thick 191 19 8   

426 wire rope: many fragments from wire rope, very broken 305     
427 wire rope: two sections of degraded wire cable u/s 

outside 
casting 
house 

239 2   

428 pulley: 23cm diameter x 12.5cm thick pulley wheel, iron shaft, square plate 17 x 19.5cm on one side scrap pile 204 3   

429 loop: elongate 'D' hoop, forged from  square iron 191 14 2   

430 shackle: very large shackle, 94cm x 56cm, formed of 4.5cm diameter round bar, 75mm square nuts, 
130mm wide base plate 

191 33 4   

       
Structural ironwork       
431 timber bracing: rolled and bolted bracing from roof apex,2 iron components open at rafter ends, boxed 

below tie beam, bolted through timber 
191 13 1   

432 timber bracing: as #433 but slightly bent 191 13 2   

433 timber bracing: 242cm long steel angle iron around wood, c. 4x7cm, 3 loops 191 13 3   

434 hinge: angle-iron with attached pintle 68.5cm long, 40mm wide 199 ? ?   

435 hinge: angle iron with probable pintle on the end, 66.5cm long 179 36 1   

Cat No. Notes Context Drawing Item Retention Pubn. 
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436 hinge: angle iron section with fixing holes, dense end possibly pintle 159     
437 hinge: lightweight long hinge bolted to angle iron 126 118 10   

438 hinge: angle iron clenched onto rod u/s 
outside 
casting 
house 

233 3   

439 hinge: grooved roughly cylindrical object, 5cm diameter,7.7cm long, 2cm diameter hole through centre 191 25 8   

440 bracket: 30x3mm, 50mm either side of right angle u/s     
441 bracket: iron bracket or hinge 126 120 2   

442 chimney strapping: square strapping, formed of bars with narrowed ends with nuts, sides 71-73cm total 
with last 60mm thinned, 32mm square nuts, 40mm x 12mm bars, c20mm hole placed close to each 
square end 

191 31 4   

443 chimney strapping: 1.5 sides of square strapping, as complete example above 191 26 4 retain  

444 tie bar: 40mm square tie bar with eyelet, bearing 50mm bar (fragment?) and 40x25mm wedging piece, 
almost entire object shows mortar 

191  u/s 147 5   

445 tie bar: 40mm square wrought rod with ogival forced opening on one end -rectangular part 70x70mm, bar 
slightly thick where forge welded 

u/s 34 2   

446 tie bar: structural bar with eyelet as above, 40mm section, 70x50mm rectangular section of hole u/s 34 4   

447 tie bar: 3.78m long wrought iron bar, 40mm section u/s? 34 5   
448 tie bar: 32mm square sectioned bar, 1m long with thread and 52/54mm square nut u/s 

outside 
casting 
house 

233 6   

449 tie bar: 30mm square x 149cm long structural tie bar with mortar attached from wall 162 162   sample  

450 tie bar: square section bar, with forged square jaw on one end, 70x100mm u/s 34 3   

451 tie bar: 18mm square bar forged into square 22mm eyelet, 30cm long overall ? 207 3 retain  

452 tie bar: circular bar with rectangular hole (25 x 15mm) through transversely close to one end. This item 
might be a link rod shaft alternatively. 

126 11 1   

453 hooked and holed bar: bent square bar 30mm square, 9cm wide at folded top, 66cm in length, flattened 
and widened at one end 

191 19 2   

454, 455, 456 hooked and holed bar: 3 bars with forged hook on one end and hole through opposite, 3.6x3.1cm, bar 
length 64.8cm, hooked end 9.4cm wide 

126 9 6   

457 timber beam connector: 46x7.8cm baseplate, 16mm thick, extending into 37cm of 3.2cm diameter rod, 
with 55mm square nut and 100mm square washer on end; plate is perforated 10cm from rod and 8.5cm 
from distal end with 36cm bolts, 48mm square heads and 32mm square shaft; with 42mm square nuts 
and 80mm square washers 

scrap pile 212 1   

458 attachment for iron loop to wooden beam: 191? 19 6   
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Plumbing etc.       
459 valve: Knossley M? BS1218 Class 1 126 9 3   

460 valve: fire hydrant valve; outside of casting on other side is marked GLENFIELD scrap pile 205 2 retain  

461 pipe: cast iron pipe, 81mm internal and 97mm external diameter and 31.9cm long 126 117 3   

462 pipe: short length of tapering cast pipe with flanges both ends. One end bears flange 170mm diameter, 
c15mm thick, 4 holes each c17mm, bore c50mm obscured , pipe 80mm diameter, whole 240mm long; 
other end flange 210mm diameter bore c75mm obscure, flange 15mm thick, 100mm o/d, no of holes 
uncertain 

scrap pile 205 3 retain  

463 pipe: 70mm internal diameter cast pipe, curved ,possibly flanged, very corroded, c100mm o/d typical scrap pile 211 3   

464 pipe: curved wrought sheet - possibly a pipe fragment, 7mm thick, c7cm radius, length 27.2cm, 90 
degree angle 

126 126 3   

465 pipe: BS std 78 cast right angle pipe with fibre and lead join on one end marked (D) STRATON.H 126 9 7   

466 pipe: pipe outside diameter 2.8cm, length 54.5cm, fragment on end suggests corrosion onto 
perpendicular round piece 

126 11 2   

467 pipe: iron pipe, 17.1cm long, 45mm external diameter, internal diameter 33mm 126 117 7   

468 pipe: 28.5cm long, 37mm external diameter pipe 126 120 4   

469 pipe: 2.6cm o/d pipe 7.8cm long 126 126 6   

470 pipe: galvanised? pipe, 1.02m long and 2.5cm diameter 191 31 2   

471 pipe: iron tube, 93mm long, 35mm diameter, 2-3 mm wall thickness 159     
472 gutter: fragment of probable cast iron gutter - just possibly thin broken pipe, but almost certainly an 

original long edge 
305     

473 gutter: second larger fragment of gutter 305     
474 miscellaneous: pipe union? 100mm diameter outer, 50mm diameter inner hole on face, 27mm hole on 

outer face with internal groove, 3 steps 8mm, 27mm, 40mm off base 
194 47 3 retain  

475 miscellaneous: segmented cast disk with off slightly hole in centre - pipe junction flange? 191 21 11 retain  

       
Domestic       
476 sheet metal vessel: small fragment apparently from a rolled rim of a thin vessel - jug or similar u/s     
477 sheet metal vessel: seam from galvanised sheet vessel 159     
478 sheet metal vessel: galvanised bucket c27cm high 285     

479 sheet metal vessel: galvanised/tinned ?can lid with central hole 126     
480, 481 sheet metal vessel: two fragments of base of an ferrous 'can' containing a greenish material (paint?) 126     
482, 483 sheet metal vessel: two pieces from basal seam of 'can' 159     
484 sheet metal vessel: many fragments from 'can' 159     
485 sheet metal vessel: burnt and partially melted container or contents - base of bottle or inside of can? 189     
486 handle: handle like object in 10mm diameter, probably steel u/s     
487 handle: roughly semi-circular piece of wire with loop of wire tied to side 126 123 10   
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488 enamelled object: blue enamel panel with [CO]CO[A & CH]OCO[LATE] MAK[E]RS TO H.M. THE KI[NG]. 

The colour suggests that this is Rowntrees. It would date approximately to 1905-1910  
126     

489 enamelled object: large fragment of brown enamel teapot. Spout fairly intact, attached to band from body 285     
490 D&A Bengal Silver table spoon 191 32 3 retain  

491 small hook (like clothes hook) 252 129 7 retain  

492 Cu-alloy object: base or lid of small copper-alloy container  198     
493 Cu-alloy object: ornamental Cu-alloy disk with embossed pattern u/s     
494 Cu-alloy object: copper alloy object, possibly bicycle bell u/s     
495 Cu-alloy object: 1 inch stout iron pipe with brass fitting on end - resembles bed or curtain pole 350 139 7 retain  

496 Cu-alloy object: possible bedstead decorative component ? 203 3 retain  

497 chevron-shaped object of lead or tin, very elongate thin arms, brown patina 251     
498 folded aluminium strip u/s     
499 Footwear: curved galvanised sheet with holes on margin - boot cover? 191 14 3 retain draw 

500 Footwear: heel iron 251 127 7 retain  

       
Miscellaneous       
501 Arcuate casting: curved cast object with central hole on internal expansion and raised terminals, 80cm x 

24cm overall 
191 27 1  draw 

502 Arcuate casting: curved cast object with central hole on internal expansion and raised terminal,s 78.5cm 
x 23cm overall 

191 29 3 retain draw 

503 Arcuate casting: curved cast object with central hole on internal expansion and raised terminals , 77.5cm 
x 23.5cm overall 

191 29 6 retain draw 

504 Arcuate casting: 67.5cm o/d semi-circular piece, 8.5cm width, 2.2cm thick, central hole in arcuate bar 191 29 4   

505 Miscellaneous casting: cast iron piece with upturned edge 194 42 3 retain  

506 Miscellaneous casting: cast iron wedge-like piece with hole 194 42 6 retain  

507 Miscellaneous casting: rectangular cast iron plate, 21.7cm x 13.7cm with recessed central area 252 129 10 retain  

508 Miscellaneous casting: fragment of 10cm thick piece of cast iron (sample = YSF13) refinery 
area 

213 2 retain  

509 Miscellaneous casting: like pipe end but no clear sign of bolt holes 191 49 1   

510 Miscellaneous casting: triangular sectioned cast (?) bar 488 213 1   
511 Miscellaneous casting: inspection cover with lifting loop, 54cm diameter, loop 8.2cm across loop, 2cm 

diameter round section 
191 33 1   

512 cast ion object resembling lobster claw. no label     
513 Miscellaneous: length of three strand copper wire - probably electrical, but no surviving insulation u/s     
514 Miscellaneous: 385mm iron bar with square rove hammered on? 20x20mm, tapers, rove 30x35mm ? 203 4   

515 Miscellaneous: 115mm long, 10mm a/f hexagonal rod, steel, narrows to 5mm long 6mm diameter at one 
end, other end hidden by accretion 

191     
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516, 517, 518 Miscellaneous: 3 iron objects, c130mm long, 2 flattened both ends, one may be broken, only flat one end 

with hex shaft, plus nut c35mm square, 20mm thick 
189     

519 Miscellaneous: thin sheet steel mounting\carrying central rubber bush or seal. Edges carry thin, eyed, 
bolts for mounting, attached to further bolts attached in turn to thin steel strip. 

126     

520 Miscellaneous: scaffolding baseplate ? 204 1   
Simple ferrous forms       
521 Wrought iron: 50x50x85mm cuboidal iron lump 305     
522,523 Wrought iron: 2 pieces of narrow bars in concretions 287     
524 Wrought iron: curved wrought iron bar, section 2.4x4cm, radius 28cm, arc c100degrees 126 117 1   

525 Wrought iron: 70.2cm of 29mm square iron bar 126 117 4   

526 Wrought iron: 52cmx3cm concavo-convex bar or possibly a rolled sheet edge 126 118 9   

527 Wrought iron: thin iron bar fragment, 23x4x110cm 126 121 14   

528 Wrought iron: small piece of twisted iron      126 126 3   

529 Wrought iron: bar fragment, 25.2cm x 3cm square 191 21 6   

530 Wrought iron: iron bar, 82 x 2.5 x 1.5cm 191 21 9   

531 Wrought iron: heavily corroded hooked bar 191 23 4   
532 Wrought iron: rolled bar, 90x15x1700mm 194 41 1   

533 Wrought iron: bar 35.4x1.9x7.7cm 194 43 3   

534 Wrought iron: square tipped bar 24.9cm long, 3.2cm square section, head 6.2cm flush with one side 252 129 1   

535 Wrought iron: 45mm x 8mm x 360mm bar 272   retain  

536 Wrought iron: slightly concavo convex bar of iron 5x59.5x0.5cm 350 139 3   

537 Wrought iron: 750x53x6mm slightly concavo-convex bar 350 142 4   

538 Wrought iron: irregular fragment 350 142 5 retain  

539 Wrought iron: corroded thin bar c80mm wide x 550mm long and perhaps 4-5mm thick originally 413 210 4   

540 Wrought iron: 200mm length of 30mm square bar ? 207 5   

541 Wrought iron: 1246mm iron bar, possibly with sharpened end ? 238 4   
542 Wrought iron: 510x6x0.8cm wrought iron bar with regular holes with rivets or nails ? ? ?   

543 Wrought iron: bar u/s 
outside 
casting 
house 

233 1   

544 Wrought iron:  bent iron bar u/s 
outside 
casting 
house 

235 1   

545 Wrought iron: 36mm square sectioned bar u/s 
outside 
casting 
house 

235 6   
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546 Wrought iron: 1m length of square bar becoming round at one end u/s 

outside 
casting 
house 

239 3   

547 Wrought iron: 1.4m long iron bar u/s/ 
outside 
casting 
house 

240 1   

548 Wrought iron: short length of bent 25mm square bar 126     
549 Wrought iron: hook shaped of square section bar, 20mm section , hook 11.5cm,  overall 59cm length 191 21 8   

550, 551 Wrought iron: 2 lengths of corroded square sectioned bar, 1.7cm square 126 12 4   

552, 553 Wrought iron: 2 poor bar fragments 176 ? ?   

554 Wrought iron: 510x30x8mm bar 287 142 8   

555 Wrought iron: bar u/s 
outside 
casting 
house 

233 2   

556 Wrought iron: 33cm long, 7mm square section rod 126 123 2   

557 Wrought iron: bar with split end, 32.3 x 0.7 x 3cm 179 36 3   

558 Wrought iron: thin bar ? 239 6   
559 Wrought iron (round): elliptical cross section rolled rod, 20x12mm, length 135cm long 191 33 3 retain  

560 Wrought iron (round): elliptical sectioned long bar with flattened ends 191 21 10   

561 Wrought iron (round): 18x16mm rod, 150mm seen before disappearing into concretion 198     
562 Wrought iron (round): circular iron rod. 40.6cm length, diameter 1.4cm 252 129 3   

563 Wrought iron (round): rod piece 420mm long, 20mm diameter 287 147 1   

564 Wrought iron (round): fragment of 30mm round bar, flattened to thin bar, 30mm wide, possibly fractured 
chisel tip 

287     

565 Wrought iron (round): 772mm, 21m round bar threaded both ends ? 238 1   
566 Wrought iron (round): rod, length 15.5cm, diameter 2.2cm 350 139 4   

567 Wrought iron (round): fibrous iron rod ? 243 1   
568 Wrought iron (round): fibrous iron rod ? 243 2   
569 Wrought iron (round): fibrous iron rod ? 243 3   
570 Wrought iron (round): piece of thicker iron wire/rod in concretion no label     
571,572 Wrought iron (round): two rod fragments, one WI the other just possibly mild steel u/s     
573 Iron/steel wire: 230mm long piece of steel(?) wire, c3mm diameter u/s     
574,575,576 Iron/steel wire: 3 pieces of iron wire no label     
577 iron/steel strip: iron strip, 16.1x0.6x1.2cm 251 127 8   
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578 iron/steel strip: iron strip, 19.5x2.1x0.4cm 252 129 8   

579 iron/steel strip: thin sheet iron strapping with single hole 126     
580 iron/steel strip: twisted thin iron strip fragment 159     
581,582 iron/steel sheet: 2 pieces of sheet 252 129 11   

583,584 iron/steel sheet: two wrought iron sheet fragments u/s     
585 iron/steel sheet: rectangular sheet iron 42x 9.9x0.3cm 126 117 8   

586 iron/steel sheet: probable sheet fragment 126 121 7   

587 iron/steel sheet: highly accreted small sheet iron fragment 126 126 7   

588 iron/steel sheet: large irregular sheet fragment, 710x250x2mm 166  no 
numer 

  

589 iron/steel sheet: iron sheet 179 36 5   

590 iron/steel sheet: small sheet fragment 179 39 2   

591 iron/steel sheet: large sheet fragment 194 41 2   

592 iron/steel sheet: large piece of thin sheet 194 41 3   
593 iron/steel sheet: corroded sheet fragment 194 41 4   

594 iron/steel sheet: corroded sheet piece c 0.5cm thick 194 41 6   

595 iron/steel sheet: fragment 194 42 2   
596 iron/steel sheet: large piece of highly corroded sheet 194 43 1   

597 iron/steel sheet: sheet fragment 194 43 2   

598 iron/steel sheet: folded sheet fragment 194 45 4   

599 iron/steel sheet: small sheet fragment 194 45 6   

600 iron/steel sheet: sheet fragment 194 45 9   

601 iron/steel sheet: corroded sheet piece c 0.4 thick 194 46 3   

602 iron/steel sheet: wrought iron sheet fragment 194 46 4   

603 iron/steel sheet: sheet fragment 194 45 5   

604 iron/steel sheet: irregular corroded thin sheet fragment 194 47 2   

605 iron/steel sheet: 180x70x3mm wrought iron sheet 198     
606 iron/steel sheet: rectangular sheet, 349x69x5mm thick 251 127 5   

607 iron/steel sheet: sheet fragment 9mm thick  252 129 9   

608 iron/steel sheet: sheet fragment 252 136 2   

609 iron/steel sheet: thin iron sheet, c2mm thick 252 136 3   

610 iron/steel sheet: thin iron sheet 252 136 4   

611 iron/steel sheet: thin iron sheet 252 136 7   

612 iron/steel sheet: folded thin iron sheet 252 136 8   

613 iron/steel sheet: folded thin iron sheet 350 142 1   

614 iron/steel sheet: small piece of sheet, c17mm thick 355 210 3   

615 iron/steel sheet: 110x85x14mm with c. 15mm diameter hole ? 211 2   
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616 iron/steel sheet: slightly 'T'-shaped piece of sheet, not on 136, drawn but no number, 29cm long No 

number 
    

617 iron/steel sheet: small fragment of thin iron sheet no label     
618,619 iron/steel sheet: 2 pieces of very highly corroded sheet 349     
620,621,622 iron/steel sheet: three sheet iron fragments with large botryoidal growths 126     
623 iron/steel sheet: sheet iron fragment 184     
624-637 iron/steel sheet: 14 fragments of mineralised and delaminated wrought iron sheet 190     
638,639 iron/steel sheet: 2 fragments of accreted, corroded and brecciated mineralised wrought iron sheet 190     
640 iron/steel sheet: elongate octagonal sheet with several perforations 191 22 4   

641 angle iron: 21.4cm long, 3.4cm sides, thickness 5mm 191 30 4 retain  

642 angle iron: rolled angle iron, 185cm long no label     

643 angle iron: 744mm long, 32mm wide u/s 
outside 
casting 
house 

239 1   
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